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Abstract
Recently, a general analysis has been given of the stability with respect to axisymmetric pertur-
bations of stationary-axisymmetric black holes and black branes in vacuum general relativity in
arbitrary dimensions. It was shown that positivity of canonical energy on an appropriate space of
perturbations is necessary and sufficient for stability. However, the notions of both “stability” and
“instability” in this result are significantly weaker than one would like to obtain. In particular, if
there exists a perturbation with negative canonical energy, “instability” has been shown to occur
only in the sense that this perturbation cannot asymptotically approach a stationary perturbation
at late times. In this paper, we prove that if a perturbation of the form £tδg—with δg a solution to
the linearized Einstein equation—has negative canonical energy, then that perturbation must, in
fact, grow exponentially in time. The key idea is to make use of the t- or (t-φ)-reflection isometry,
i, of the background spacetime and decompose the initial data for perturbations into their odd and
even parts under i. We then write the canonical energy as E = K +U , where K and U , respec-
tively, denote the canonical energy of the odd part (“kinetic energy”) and even part (“potential
energy”). One of the main results of this paper is the proof that K is positive definite for any black
hole background. We use K to construct a Hilbert space H on which time evolution is given in
terms of a self-adjoint operator A˜, whose spectrum includes negative values if and only if U fails
to be positive. Negative spectrum of A˜ implies exponential growth of the perturbations in H that
have nontrivial projection into the negative spectral subspace. This includes all perturbations of
the form £tδg with negative canonical energy. A “Rayleigh-Ritz” type of variational principle is
derived, which can be used to obtain lower bounds on the rate of exponential growth.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Determining the stability of exact solutions to Einstein equations is a long standing
problem. In order for a solution to be physically relevant, it is essential that sufficiently small
perturbations not drive one away from that solution. However, the issue of full nonlinear
stability is extremely difficult to analyze and has been settled only for Minkowski spacetime
[1]. As a first step, it is important to analyze the stability of solutions to linear perturbations,
which solve the linearized Einstein equations (or in general, other fields that satisfy a linear
dynamical equation).
A class of solutions of considerable interest are black hole and black brane spacetimes.
All of the results of this paper will apply to the linear stability with respect to axisymmet-
ric perturbations of stationary and axisymmetric black holes and black branes in vacuum
general relativity in arbitrary dimensions. In order to keep our analysis and notation less
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cumbersome, we shall restrict consideration in this paper to the case of black holes, but the
generalization of our results to the case of black branes is straightforward.
In 4-spacetime-dimensions, the Schwarzschild and Kerr solutions have long been known
to be the unique stationary black hole solutions to the the vacuum Einstein equation. These
solutions are believed to physically describe the asymptotic final states of gravitational
collapse. In order for this to be the case, it is essential that these solutions be stable. In
higher dimensions, there exist many other types of black hole solutions, which are of interest
for various theoretical reasons. It is of considerable interest to analyze the stability of these
solutions as well.
To establish the linear stability of a solution, one must show that all suitably regular
(e.g., smooth and satisfying appropriate asymptotic conditions) initial data for the linearized
equations give rise to solutions that remain uniformly bounded in time. In the case of a
linearly stable, stationary black hole solution, one would like to establish an even stronger
result, namely that all suitably regular linearized solutions decay at asymptotically late
times to a stationary solution. On the other hand, a considerably weaker notion of stability
that is much easier to analyze is mode stability, i.e., the nonexistence of suitably regular
solutions that grow exponentially in time. Clearly, mode instability implies instability in
any other reasonable sense, but mode stability does not directly imply uniform boundedness
or decay properties of linearized solutions.
As a simpler, model problem, it is useful to study scalar field perturbations of a black
hole. For the case of a Schwarzschild black hole, it is easy to prove mode stability. Hilbert
space methods were used in [2] to establish stability of Schwarzschild in the sense of uniform
boundedness of solutions with a given spherical harmonic angular dependence. However, in
addition to the restriction to a given spherical harmonic angular dependence, this approach
required the imposition of the unwanted restriction of the vanishing of the perturbation on
the bifurcation 2-sphere. This latter restriction arose from the requirement that the pertur-
bation lie in the Hilbert space used in the analysis and, as pointed out in [3], it is equivalent
to the requirement that the perturbation be expressible as £t of another perturbation, where
£t denotes the Lie derivative with respect to the timelike Killing field, t
µ, of the background
spacetime. The restriction to a given spherical harmonic angular dependence can be straight-
forwardly removed and, indeed, the method can be generalized to analyze the stability of
any static spacetime to scalar perturbations [4]. However, it required a “trick” for Kay and
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Wald [5] to remove the restriction of the vanishing of the perturbation on the bifurcation 2-
sphere, thereby establishing uniform boundedness of scalar perturbations of Schwarzschild.
Nevertheless, the methods used in [2, 4, 5] are inadequate for establishing decay of per-
turbations. More recently, improved methods, described in [3], have established decay of
a scalar field in Schwarzschild and, indeed, similar results have been proven to hold in the
much more difficult case of a Kerr black hole (including non-axisymmetric perturbations)
[6–9]. However, these methods rely on very detailed properties of the Schwarzschild and
Kerr metrics and cannot straightforwardly be generalized to arbitrary higher dimensional
black holes.
For the case of gravitational perturbations, mode stability of 4-dimensional Schwarzschild
spacetime follows immediately from the form of the decoupled equations originally obtained
by Regge and Wheeler [10] and Zerilli [11]. These results have been extended to prove mode
stability of higher-dimensional Schwarzschild spacetimes by Ishibashi and Kodama [12]. The
methods of [2, 5] could then be applied to show uniform boundedness of solutions with a
given spherical harmonic angular dependence. However, on account of the gauge choices
made, it is not straightforward to remove the restriction to a given spherical harmonic
angular dependence. The decay results of [3] have not yet been generalized to gravitational
perturbations, even for the case of Schwarzschild.
Recently, a new approach to investigating the linear stability of arbitrary static or sta-
tionary and axisymmetric black holes and black branes to axisymmetric gravitational per-
turbations was given in [13]. A conserved, symmetric, gauge-invariant quadratic form on
initial data for perturbations, called the canonical energy, was introduced and shown to be
given by the formula
E = δ2M −
∑
Λ
ΩΛδ2JΛ − κ
2π
δ2A (1.1)
where M denotes the ADM mass, JΛ denotes the ADM angular momenta (with the sum
over Λ being taken over independent “rotational planes”), and A denotes the surface area
of the horizon. For perturbations with δM = δJΛ = δPi = δA = 0 (where Pi denotes the
ADM linear momentum), it was shown that E is non-degenerate on the space of linearized
solutions modulo gauge and modulo perturbations to other stationary and axisymmetric
black holes. Consequently, either E is positive definite on this space or it can take negative
values. Positive definiteness of E immediately establishes mode stability, since the existence
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of an exponentially growing solution is incompatible with the presence of a positive definite
conserved norm. On the other hand, if E can take negative values, then a further argument
establishes instability as follows: It was shown in [13] that for axisymmetric perturbations,
the flux of E through null infinity and through the black hole horizon must be positive.
Thus, if the perturbation were to suitably approach a perturbation to another stationary
black hole at asymptotically late times (with the limit suitably taken along the orbits of
the timelike Killing field of the background), then E ′ < E , where E ′ denotes the canonical
energy of this perturbation to another stationary black hole. Consequently, if E < 0, then
E ′ < 0. Furthermore, for the limiting perturbation, we continue to have δM = δJΛ = 0,
since fluxes of mass and angular momenta are quadratic in the perturbation. But E ′ < 0
then contradicts the fact that the canonical energy is degenerate on perturbations to other
stationary black holes with δM = δJΛ = 0, thus establishing “instability” in the sense that
the perturbation cannot asymptotically approach a perturbation to another stationary black
hole.
However, the analysis of [13] leaves many questions unanswered with regard to the sta-
bility and instability of black holes to axisymmetric gravitational perturbations. In the
first place, one would like to know—for any given black hole—whether the expression for
E is positive. An explicit integral expression for E in terms of initial data (pab, qab) for the
linearized perturbation is given in Eq.86 of [13], where qab denotes the perturbation of the
spatial metric and pab denotes the perturbation of the ADM momentum variable. Thus,
the issue is simply to determine, for a given background, whether this expression is positive
for all perturbations. However, the expression for E is quite complicated, and (pab, qab) are
not “free” but must satisfy constraints and boundary conditions. Furthermore, it would be
difficult to show that the integral expression for E is positive without writing it in a form
where the integrand is positive; however, although E is gauge invariant, the integrand is
not, so this would require an appropriate choice of gauge and it is not obvious what gauge
conditions will work. (The gauge conditions we will introduce later in this paper do not
seem to work for this purpose.) For the case of a thermodynamically unstable black brane,
there is a relatively obvious candidate perturbation that makes E negative, and failure of
the positivity of E in this case was proven in [13]. However, establishing the positivity of
E in cases where it should be positive seems quite difficult. Indeed, even for the case of
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Schwarzschild, we have been able to prove positivity of E only by an indirect1 argument—
see remark 3 following Thm. 1 of Sec. 4 below. We will not consider further in this paper
the issue of determining the positivity of E in specific spacetimes.
As already mentioned above, positivity of E immediately implies mode stability, but if
E is positive, one would expect significantly stronger results to hold, namely, the decay of
perturbations. It is possible that the methods introduced in this paper may be adequate
to prove uniform boundedness of perturbations when E is positive, i.e., the methods of this
paper may be adequate for generalizing the results of Kay and Wald [5] to axisymmetric
gravitational perturbations of general stationary-axisymmetric black holes and black branes
for which E is positive. However, considerable further analysis would be required to show
this2 and we shall not attempt to carry out this analysis here. Our methods would not, in
any case, be adequate for proving decay results. To prove decay results, one would like to
show that a suitably modified version of E is “coercive.” It would seem that a necessary
first step toward showing this would be to have a good technique to show that E is positive
(in cases where it is positive), but, as discussed in the previous paragraph, this is currently
lacking. We shall not consider further in this paper this issue of obtaining strengthened
stability results when E is positive.
As explained above, if E fails to be positive on a black hole or black brane spacetime,
then it was shown in [13] that one has instability in the sense that there exist perturbations
that cannot approach a stationary perturbation at late times. However, if E fails to be
positive, one might expect a much stronger result to hold, namely, the existence of initially
well behaved perturbations that grow exponentially with time. The main purpose of this
paper is to prove that this is indeed the case. Specifically, we will prove that if a perturbation
of the form £tδg has negative canonical energy, then that perturbation must, in fact, grow
exponentially in time3 (in all gauges). We now outline the key ideas used in the proof.
The first key step—undertaken in Sec. 3—is to completely fix the gauge of our pertur-
1 In the case of Rindler spacetime, we have succeeded in proving positivity of E directly from the formula
for E .
2 The main things that would have to be shown are that (i) the operatorA of Eq. 5.16 and its powers provide
norms that, together with our gauge conditions, are equivalent to Sobolev norms and (ii) a version of the
Kay and Wald “trick” can be used to eliminate the restriction to perturbations of the form of £t applied
to another perturbation.
3 In the last sentence of [14], the authors raise the question of whether violation of the local Penrose
inequality implies the existence of perturbations that grow exponentially with time. Since it was shown
in [13] that violation of the Penrose inequality is equivalent to the failure of E to be positive, our results,
in essence, answer that question in the affirmative.
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bations so as to obtain a unique time evolution. We consider a maximal slice Σ of the
background spacetime4 and work in the space, P∞gr , of linearized initial data δX = (pab, qab)
on Σ that lie in the intersection of the weighted Sobolev spaces defined by Eq. 3.3 be-
low. Following the strategy of [13] we impose the linearized constraints, the conditions
δM = δJΛ = δPi = 0, and certain gauge conditions at the horizon by means of a projection
map Πc. We then fix the gauge completely by applying a similar projection map Πg that
commutes with Πc. The needed properties of Πc and Πg are proven in Appendix A. The
space Πc[P
∞
gr ] contains a gauge representative of any δX ∈ P∞gr that satisfies the linearized
constraints and the conditions δM = δJΛ = 0. The space V
∞ := ΠgΠc[P∞gr ] contains a
unique gauge representative of any such δX , and it therefore provides a suitable space to
study dynamics.
The next key idea is to make use of the existence of a suitable reflection isometry, i, of
the background spacetime. In the case of a static black hole, the maximal slice Σ must be
orthogonal to the static Killing field tµ. The desired isometry, i, can be constructed by “t-
reflection” about Σ, i.e., i is the diffeomorphism that takes a point p lying at proper time τ
along a normal geodesic γ starting from q ∈ Σ to the point p′ lying at proper time −τ along
γ. For the case of a stationary-axisymmetric black hole, it has recently been proven [16] that
if the stationary-axisymmetric isometries act trivially5, then there exists a “(t-φ)-reflection”
isometry, i, defined as follows6: Let φµ1 , . . . , φ
µ
p denote the collection
7 of commuting axial
Killing fields. Then, as shown in [16] the axial Killing fields are tangent to Σ and are surface
orthogonal within Σ, so there exists an isometry, iΣ : Σ→ Σ, that reflects about a surface,
S, in Σ. Now, extend iΣ to a spacetime difeomorphism i by mapping a point p lying at
proper time τ along a normal geodesic starting from q ∈ Σ to the point p′ lying at proper
time −τ along the normal geodesic starting at iΣ(q). Then, as shown in [16], i preserves the
initial data on Σ and thus defines an isometry. We restrict consideration in the remainder
of this paper to black holes that possess a t- or (t-φ)-reflection isometry i.
4 Existence of Σ is guaranteed by the results of [15].
5 By “act trivially,” we mean that if we remove from the spacetime manifold the points at which the
stationary-axisymmetric Killing fields are linearly dependent, then the resulting manifold acquires the
structure of a trivial principal fiber bundle with respect to the stationary-axisymmetric symmetries. This
rules out behavior of axial Killing fields similar to that occurring in the Sorkin monopole [17] [18].
6 This result is well known in 4-spacetime dimensions (see, e.g., [19]), but, as explained in [16], the proof
in 4-dimensions does not generalize to higher dimensions, so the additional assumption of a trivial action
is needed in spacetime dimension greater than 4.
7 We may, if we wish, delete from this collection any axial Killing fields with vanishing horizon rotation
provided that the action of the remaining Killing fields is also trivial [16]. In particular, for a static black
hole, we may delete all of the axial Killing fields and take i to be the “t-reflection” isometry, as assumed
above.
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The next key step—undertaken in Sec. 4—is to decompose linearized initial data δX =
(pab, qab) ∈ V ∞ into its odd and even parts under the action of i, i.e., we decompose the
space, V ∞, of allowed initial data for perturbations as V ∞ = V ∞odd ⊕ V ∞even. We denote
elements of V ∞odd by “P” and we denote elements of V
∞
even by “Q,” so, by construction, we
have i∗P = −P and i∗Q = Q, where i∗ denotes the action induced by i. In the static case,
we have P = (pab, 0) and Q = (0, qab). In the stationary-axisymmetric case, P is a linear
combination of the “polar” part of pab and the “axial” part of qab, whereas Q is a linear
combination of the “polar” part of qab and the “axial” part of pab (see Eq. 4.2 below). The
linearized constraint equations are automatically invariant under i. Our gauge and boundary
conditions are also chosen to be invariant under i, so P and Q decouple and we may treat
them as independent perturbations. The decomposition V ∞ = V ∞odd ⊕ V ∞even allows us to
break up the canonical energy E into a sum of “kinetic” and “potential” energy,
E = K + U (1.2)
where K is the restriction of E to V ∞odd and U is the restriction of E to V
∞
even; no “(P -
Q)-cross-terms” can arise on account of the reflection symmetry. Note that K defines a
symmetric quadratic form on V ∞odd and U defines a symmetric quadratic form on V
∞
even.
The next key result—obtained at the end of Sec. 4—is the proof that K is positive
definite on V ∞odd, i.e.,
K (P, P ) ≥ 0 , (1.3)
with equality holding only if P = 0. In particular, this shows that any failure of positivity
of E must arise from the “potential energy,” U .
Time evolution is considered in Sec. 5. The ADM evolution equations mix the odd and
even parts of the perturbation. Specifically, for axisymmetric perturbations, the evolution
equations take the general form
Q˙ = KP (1.4)
P˙ = −UQ (1.5)
for some operators K : V ∞odd → V ∞even and U : V ∞even → V ∞odd, where the overdot denotes the
Lie derivative, £t, with respect to t
µ. Furthermore, the operators K and U appearing in the
evolution equations are related to the above kinetic and potential energy quadratic forms
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by
K (P˜ , P ) = ΩΣ(P˜ ,KP ) (1.6)
U (Q˜, Q) = −ΩΣ(Q˜,UQ) (1.7)
where ΩΣ denotes the symplectic form. These equations express the fact that the canonical
energy E is actually a Hamiltonian for the linearized system.
As we show in Sec. 5, the positivity of K allows us to define a “K−1 Hilbert space,” H ,
as follows. Consider Q of the form Q = KP for some P ; Q will be of this form if and only
if the initial data P ′ = 0, Q′ = Q corresponds to a linearized solution that can be expressed
as £t of another linearized solution. Define the inner product of Q˜ = KP˜ and Q = KP by〈
Q˜, Q
〉
H
:= K (P˜ , P ) (1.8)
and define H to be the Hilbert space completion of this inner product space.
Combining the two time evolution equations Eq. 1.4 and Eq. 1.5, we obtain the following
second order evolution equation involving Q alone:
Q¨ = −AQ (1.9)
where
A := KU (1.10)
is a symmetric operator on the Hilbert space H . Consequently, by passing to a self-adjoint
extension of A, we can solve Eq. 1.9 by spectral methods. For initial data in V ∞even ∩H , we
show that the Hilbert space solution must coincide with the PDE solution. It then follows
that if there exists initial data of the form Q = KP for P ∈ V ∞odd for which 〈Q,AQ〉H =
U (Q,Q) < 0, then the H -norm of Q must grow exponentially with time8. The gauge
invariant quantities K and U for this perturbation must also blow up exponentially, thus
showing that the exponential blow up is not a gauge artifact.
The above instability result—including a quantitative statement about the rate of expo-
nential growth—can be formulated as a “Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle” as follows. Let
P ∈ V ∞odd be any reflection-odd smooth initial data satisfying the constraints and such that
δJΛ = δPi = 0. Write
ω2 =
U (KP,KP )
K (P, P )
(1.11)
8 The earliest reference that we are aware of for the basic argument that an equation of the form of Eq. 1.9
will have exponentially growing solutions if A has negative spectrum is [20].
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Then if ω2 < 0, the solution generated by (P,Q = 0) will grow at least as fast as exp(|ω|t)
(in all gauges).
The remainder of this paper is devoted to fleshing out these arguments. Sec. 2 discusses
the properties of the background black hole spacetime and introduces the ADM formal-
ism that we use throughout. In Sec. 3 we introduce the spaces of interest for linearized
perturbations and define the projection maps Πc and Πg, which completely gauge-fix the
perturbations. Sec. 4 introduces the splitting of the canonical energy into kinetic and poten-
tial energies and ends with the theorem showing that the kinetic energy is positive-definite.
In Sec. 5 we formulate the ADM equations as dynamical evolution equations on the Hilbert
space H . In Sec. 6 we solve these equations by spectral methods and prove that if the
potential energy can be made negative on elements of H , then there exist linear pertur-
bations which have exponential growth in time. We also obtain our variational principle
formulation. Appendix A provides the details of the construction of the projection operators
Πc and Πg. Appendix B provides a parallel analysis for the Klein-Gordon scalar field and
the electromagnetic field on a fixed black hole background.
In this paper, lower case Greek indices will be used to denote tensors on spacetime, e.g., tµ
denotes the timelike Killing field of the background black hole. Lower case Latin indices will
be used to denote tensors on the initial data surface Σ, e.g., qab denotes the perturbed metric
on Σ. Upper case Latin indices will be used to denote tensors on the bifurcation surface, B,
of the black hole, e.g., ξA denotes a vector field on B. We will use the index “r” to denote
projections normal to B, e.g., if va is a one-form field on Σ, the normal component of its
restriction to B will be denoted vr = r
ava, where r
a is the unit normal to B. The spacetime
derivative operator of the background black hole will be denoted as ∇µ; the background
derivative operator on Σ will be denoted as Da; the background derivative operator on B
will be denoted as DA. If we consider the restriction to Σ of a spacetime vector field ξ
µ, it
will often be useful to represent ξµ as the pair (ξ, ξa) where ξ := −uµξµ (with uµ the unit
normal to Σ) is the component of ξµ normal to Σ while ξa is the projection of ξµ tangent to
Σ. We will use the notation ξ ≡ (ξ, ξa) when we wish to view ξµ in this way.
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2. BACKGROUND SPACETIME
We consider a (d + 1)-spacetime-dimensional, asymptotically flat, static or stationary-
axisymmetric black hole spacetime (M, g) shown in Fig. 1, with a bifurcate Killing horizon
H := H+ ∪H−, and bifurcation surface B := H+ ∩H−. Let tµ denote the time translation
Killing field, i.e., the Killing field that is timelike near infinity. Let Σ be an asymptotically
flat Cauchy surface for one of the exterior wedges, smoothly terminating at B. Below, we
will choose Σ to be a maximal slice but we need not make this choice now. We also assume
that the bifurcation surface B is compact, but we do not assume any further restrictions
on its topology. Let Σt denote the foliation obtained by applying time translations to Σ.
Let uµ denote the future-directed unit normal to Σ. We decompose tµ into its normal and
tangential parts relative to Σ, referred to as the lapse, N = −uµtµ, and shift, Na, on Σ.
∞
H+
H-
= 0
t
M
FIG. 1. Carter-Penrose diagram of the black hole spacetime (M,g).
Let hab denote the induced metric on Σ, with determinant with respect to some fixed
volume form denoted by h, and let Kab denote the extrinsic curvature of Σ. The phase space
of general relativity is the set of initial data on Σ denoted by X =
(
πab, hab
)
where πab :=
√
h(Kab −K hab) is the canonical momentum-density conjugate to hab with K := Kabhab.
In order to correspond to a solution to Einstein’s equation, the initial data must satisfy the
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constraint equations Cµ = 0, with
C = −R + 1
h
(
πabπab − 1d−1π2
)
(2.1a)
Ca = −2Db
(
πab√
h
)
(2.1b)
where π := πabh
ab, Da denotes the covariant derivative compatible with hab, and Rab is the
Ricci curvature of hab.
On the bifurcation surface B, we introduce a unit normal vector ra (pointing into Σ) and,
without loss of generality, extend ra in a neighbourhood of B such that it is a geodesic, so
that, in particular, (raDarb)|B = 0. The projector onto B is sab := hab − rarb. As noted at
the end of the introduction, we will use capital Latin letters A,B,C, . . . to denote tensors
on B and an index r to denote projections normal to B. The induced metric on B will be
denoted as sAB. We denote the metric-compatible covariant derivative operator on B by DA,
and we write dr := r
aDa. The induced volume element on B will be denoted as εA1...Ad−1.
Note that N |B = 0 and (raDaN)|B = κ, where κ is the surface gravity of the black hole
(assuming that the axial Killing fields are tangent to Σ). We also have (ϑ±)|B = 0, where
ϑ± := s
ab (Kab ±Darb) , (2.2)
i.e., (ϑ+)|B is the expansion of the outgoing null geodesics at B and (ϑ−)|B is the expansion
of the ingoing null geodesics at B.
The asymptotic flatness conditions on our stationary black hole are that there exist
coordinates (x1, . . . , xd) on Σ such that
hab ∼ δab +O(1/ρd−2) ; πab ∼ O(1/ρd−1)
N ∼ 1 +O(1/ρd−2) ; Na ∼ O(1/ρd−2)
(2.3)
where ρ = (x21 + . . .+ x
2
d)
1/2
near infinity. In addition, kth derivatives of the above quantities
are required to fall off faster by an additional factor of 1/ρk. The asymptotic conditions on
the lapse and shift ensure, in particular, that tµ goes to an asymptotic time-translation at
infinity.
The ADM time evolution equations are (see, e.g., Sec.E.2 of [19] for d = 3 and Sec.VI.6
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of [21] for general d):
1√
h
π˙ab =−N (Rab − 1
2
Rhab
)
+ N
2h
hab
(
πcdπcd − 1d−1π2
)− 2N
h
(
πacπc
b − 1
d−1ππ
ab
)
+DaDbN − hab△N +Dc
(
N c pi
ab√
h
)
− 2√
h
πc(aDcN
b)
(2.4a)
h˙ab =
2N√
h
(
πab − 1d−1πhab
)
+ 2D(aNb) (2.4b)
where the overdot denotes £t and△ := DaDa is the Laplacian on Σ. Since we are considering
stationary black hole spacetimes, the left side of Eq. 2.4 vanishes.
We can significantly further simplify the right side of Eq. 2.4 by choosing Σ to be a
maximal slice, whose existence9 was proven in [15]. As shown in [16], the axial Killing
fields φµΛ, with Λ = 1, . . . , p, are then tangent to Σ, so we also may denote them as φ
a
Λ.
We will assume the existence of a (t-φ)-reflection isometry about Σ, which, as discussed
in the introduction, has been proven to exist (see [16]) if the action of the stationary and
axisymmetric isometries is trivial. At a point of Σ, the (t-φ)-reflection isometry reverses the
directions of tµ and φµΛ but leaves the subspace orthogonal to t
µ and φµΛ invariant. Since the
normal, uµ, to Σ must reverse sign under the isometry, it must be expressed as a (variable)
linear combination of tµ and the axial Killing fields φµ1 , . . . , φ
µ
p
uµ(x) = α(x)[tµ −
∑
Λ
N¯Λ(x)φµΛ] . (2.5)
Thus, the shift vector takes the form
Na =
∑
Λ
N¯ΛφaΛ . (2.6)
The extrinsic curvature of Σ is purely “axial” (i.e., odd under φ-reflection), so πab takes the
form
πab = 2
√
h
∑
Λ
πΛ(aφ
b)
Λ (2.7)
with πΛa φ
a
Θ = 0 for all Λ,Θ.
The axial Killing fields comprise a vector space V, and it is useful to think of the Λ-index
in φµΛ as an abstract index of V rather than a labeling index running from 1 to p. At each
x ∈ Σ where the Killing fields are linearly independent, we can then define a positive definite
inverse metric ΦΛΘ(x) on V by
ΦΛΘ(x) := hab(x)φ
a
Λφ
b
Θ (2.8)
9 The proof of [15] was given in the case of 4 spacetime dimensions, but it generalizes straightforwardly to
arbitrary dimensions.
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We will use ΦΛΘ and its inverse, Φ
ΛΘ to lower and raise V-indices. Note, however, that
DaΦΛΘ 6= 0 so, while φaΛ satisfies Killing’s equation, φaΛ does not. The (d− p)-dimensional
surface orthogonality of φaΛ within Σ together with Killing’s equation implies that
DaφbΛ = −ΦΘΞφΘ[aDb]ΦΛΞ . (2.9)
With the above choice of Σ, the ADM evolution equations Eq. 2.4 reduce to:
NRab = DaDbN − 2N
(
πΛa πbΛ − πΛc πcΘφaΛφbΘ
)
(2.10)
and
DaN¯
Λ = −2NπΛa (2.11)
In addition, the constraint equations Eq. 2.1 become:
R = 2πΛa π
a
Λ (2.12)
and
Daπ
a
Λ = 0 (2.13)
These relations simplify considerably in the static case, where πab = 0 and Na = 0. The
evolution equations then reduce to
NRab = DaDbN (2.14)
and the constraint equations reduce to
R = 0 . (2.15)
3. LINEAR PERTURBATIONS: CONSTRAINTS, BOUNDARY CONDITIONS,
AND GAUGE CONDITIONS
Let X(λ) =
(
πab(λ), hab(λ)
)
be a one-parameter family of initial data that is jointly
smooth in λ and point on Σ, with X(0) corresponding to initial data for a stationary
black hole, as discussed in the previous section. Linearized perturbations off of X(0) are
characterized by
δX = (pab, qab) (3.1)
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where √
hpab := δπab =
d
dλ
πab(λ)|λ=0 ; qab := δhab = d
dλ
hab(λ)|λ=0 (3.2)
The main task of this section is to define the space of perturbations, V ∞, that we will
work with. We wish to define a space of perturbations that include all perturbations that (i)
are smooth and satisfy appropriate asymptotic fall-off properties at infinity, (ii) satisfy the
constraints, (iii) satisfy the horizon gauge conditions needed to define the canonical energy,
and (iv) have vanishing perturbed ADM mass, linear momentum, and angular momentum
as needed for the stability analysis. Furthermore, we want the perturbations to satisfy the
property that (v) they are completely “gauge fixed.”
The smoothness and asymptotic fall-off properties will be enforced by requiring the initial
data δX on Σ to lie in suitable weighted Sobolev spaces. Let ρ be a positive function that
goes to 1 in a neighborhood of B and approaches (x21 + . . .+ x
2
d)
1/2
near infinity. Let W kρ
denote the closure of data in C∞(Σ) that vanish in a neighborhood of infinity in the norm
‖ δX ‖2W kρ :=
k∑
n=0
∫
Σ
ρ2n
[
(Da1 . . .Danpbc)(D
a1 . . .Danpbc) + (Da1 . . .Danqbc)(D
a1 . . .Danqbc)
]
(3.3)
Here and below, the integral over Σ is taken with respect the volume form induced by the
background metric hab. The space of interest for our analysis is
P
∞
gr := ∩kW kρ . (3.4)
The family of W kρ -norms gives P
∞
gr the natural structure of a Fre´chet space. The finiteness
of all the above Sobolev norms together with the standard Sobolev estimates, implies that all
elements of P∞gr are smooth, with pab, qab = o(1/ρ
d/2) as ρ →∞ and all spatial derivatives
falling faster by corresponding powers of ρ. Note that the fall-off conditions for data in P∞gr
are weaker than normally assumed (see Eq. 2.3 above), except for d = 3, 4 where our weighted
Sobolev space conditions impose a faster than normal fall-off in qab and thereby exclude
perturbations that change the ADM mass. Since we will be interested only in perturbations
for which δM = 0, this will not impose any unwanted restrictions when d = 3, 4. Note also
that we impose the same fall-off conditions on pab and qab rather than requiring faster fall-off
on pab. It is important for our constructions below that we treat pab and qab on an “equal
footing.” The imposition of the same fall-off rates on pab and qab would cause difficulties
if we wished to consider time evolution to “boosted slices.” However, when we consider
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time evolution of perturbations in Sec. 5, we will evolve only to “time translated” Cauchy
surfaces.
Although our interest is in perturbations δX ∈ P∞gr , it is very convenient to perform
constructions in the larger L2-space
Pgr := W
0
ρ ⊃ P∞gr (3.5)
with inner product 〈
δ˜X, δX
〉
=
∫
Σ
(
p˜abpab + q˜
abqab
)
, (3.6)
since, as we shall see below, the constraints and gauge conditions can be expressed in terms
of orthogonal projection maps on Pgr. Note that the symplectic form
ΩΣ
(
X ; δ˜X, δX
)
:=
∫
Σ
(
p˜abqab − q˜abpab
)
(3.7)
is represented on Pgr by the bounded linear map S given by
S (pab, qab) = (qab,−pab) (3.8)
Note further that S∗ = −S and S2 = −1, so S : Pgr → Pgr is an orthogonal map.
Of course, we are interested only in the elements δX ∈ P∞gr that satisfy the linearized
constraints. We may view the operator obtained by linearizing the constraints Eq. 2.1 off of
the stationary black hole background as a map, L, taking smooth initial data on Σ to a pair
ξ ≡ (ξ, ξa) (3.9)
consisting of a smooth scalar field, ξ, and smooth vector field, ξa, on Σ:
L

pab
qab

 :=


2√
h
(
πab − 1
d−1π h
ab
)
pab +
2
h
(
πacπc
b − 1
d−1ππ
ab
)
qab
− 1
h
[
πabπab − 1d−1π2
]
q −DaDbqab +△q +Rabqab
−2Dbpab − 1√hπbc
(
Dcqba +Dbqca −Daqbc)

 (3.10)
where q := qabh
ab. In this notation, the linearized constraints are
c := L δX = 0 . (3.11)
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The formal L2-adjoint of L is the map
L∗

 ξ
ξa

 :=


2ξ√
h
(
πab − 1d−1πhab
)
+ 2D(aξb)
ξ
(
Rab − 1
2
Rhab
)− ξ
2h
hab
(
πcdπcd − 1d−1π2
)
+ 2ξ
h
(
πacπc
b − 1
d−1ππ
ab
)
−DaDbξ + hab△ξ −Dc
(
ξc pi
ab√
h
)
+ 2√
h
πc(aDcξ
b)


(3.12)
where we have used the background constraints Eq. 2.1 in computing the adjoint. Note
that S∗L∗ξ corresponds precisely to the infinitesimal gauge transformation generated by the
vector field ξµ ≡ (ξ, ξa). Note also that since all gauge transformations are solutions to the
linearized constraints, the equation LS∗L∗ = 0 holds as an identity.
As explained in [13], in addition to the constraints, we also must impose some restrictions
on the perturbations and some gauge conditions at B in order that the canonical energy
have suitable gauge invariance and non-degeneracy properties. The restrictions we impose
are δM = δJΛ = 0, where JΛ denotes the angular momenta conjugate to the axial Killing
fields φµΛ; we also impose δPi = 0 where Pi denotes the linear momenta, but this is not a
physical restriction since this condition can be achieved via an asymptotic Lorentz boost.
The gauge conditions at B that were imposed in [13] were δε = 0 and δϑ+ = 0, where
δε = 1
(d−1)!ε
A1...Ad−1δεA1...Ad−1 (3.13)
is the perturbed area element10 of B and δϑ+ is the perturbed outgoing expansion of B.
However, for our purposes, it is essential that our gauge conditions at B respect the (t-
φ)-reflection isometry i. For this reason, we impose the additional gauge condition that
the ingoing expansion of B also vanish, δϑ− = 0. That both δϑ+ = 0 and δϑ− = 0 can
be achieved without imposing any physical restrictions on the perturbation can be seen as
follows: It was proven in [13] that the gauge condition δϑ+ = 0 always can be imposed.
However, the condition δϑ+ = 0 does not uniquely determine a 2-surface; rather it holds
on all cross-sections of an outgoing null hypersurface in the perturbed spacetime. The
condition δϑ− = 0 similarly holds on all cross-sections of an ingoing null hypersurface. The
intersection of these hypersurfaces defines a unique surface on which both δϑ+ = 0 and
10 Since δM = δJΛ = 0, the first law of black hole mechanics implies δA = 0, in which case δε = 0 can be
imposed by a gauge choice.
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δϑ− = 0. An infinitesimal differmorphism that moves this surface to B achieves the desired
gauge condition.
Thus, the conditions we impose on perturbations are
δM = δJΛ = δPi = 0 (3.14)
δǫ = δϑ+ = δϑ− = 0 . (3.15)
As already explained above, only the conditions δM = δJΛ = 0 are physical restrictions on
the perturbations; the remaining conditions δPi = δǫ = δϑ+ = δϑ− = 0 can be achieved
by a choice of gauge. The relations Eq. 3.15 can be written more explicitly in terms of the
perturbed initial data as
0 = δε = 1
2
qAA (3.16a)
0 = δϑodd = −prr (3.16b)
0 = δϑeven =
1
2
(
drq
A
A − 2DAqAr
)
(3.16c)
where δϑ± = δϑodd ± δϑeven. Here we have used the subscripts “odd” and “even” to denote
parts of the perturbed expansion which are odd and even under the t-φ reflection isometry,
as will be discussed further in Sec. 4.
Following the strategy of [13], we impose the linearized constraints Eq. 3.11 and the addi-
tional conditions Eq. 3.14 and Eq. 3.15 by the following procedure. Let Wc be the subspace
of P∞gr comprised by smooth gauge transformations that become an asymptotic translation
or a rotation with respect to an axial Killing field11 at infinity and whose projection onto B
vanishes
Wc := {S∗L∗ξ ∈ P∞gr | ξA|B = 0 and ξµ goes to an asymptotic translation plus
rotation with respect to any axial Killing field at infinity}
(3.17)
where, as above, ξ denotes the pair consisting of a smooth scalar field, ξ, and smooth vector
field, ξa, on Σ. For any ξ as in Eq. 3.17 and any δX ∈ P∞gr , a direct computation yields [13]〈L∗ξ, δX〉 = 〈ξ,LδX〉+ ∫
B
[−2drξ δε+ ξ (δϑ+ + δϑ−) + ξr (δϑ+ − δϑ−)] + δHξ (3.18)
11 Note that all axial Killing fields of the background spacetime are included in the definition of Wc. In
particular, for perturbations of Schwarzschild, ξµ may approach an arbitrary asymptotic rotation at
infinity.
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where δHξ is the boundary term at infinity that represents the perturbed ADM conserved
quantity corresponding to the asymptotic symmetry ξµ. Thus, δX ∈ P∞gr satisfies the
constraints Eq. 3.11 and the conditions Eq. 3.14 and Eq. 3.15 if and only if it is L2-orthogonal
to L∗ξ for all ξ as in Eq. 3.17.
Let Vc denote the closed subspace of Pgr that is symplectically-orthogonal to Wc,
Vc := W
S⊥
c = {δX ∈ Pgr |
〈
δ˜X,SδX
〉
= 0 for all δ˜X ∈ Wc} (3.19)
Then elements of Vc weakly satisfy the constraints Eq. 3.11 and the conditions Eq. 3.14 and
Eq. 3.15. The perturbations of interest for our analysis are those that lie in the subspace
V
∞
c := Vc ∩P∞gr . (3.20)
Let Πc : Pgr → Pgr be the orthogonal projection operator onto Vc. By slight modifications
of the proof of Lemma 3 of [13], we show in Appendix A that—by virtue of the fact that Πc
is constructed by solving an elliptic system—we have
V
∞
c = Πc[P
∞
gr ] . (3.21)
Furthermore, we show that Πc : P
∞
gr → V ∞c is continuous in the natural (Fre´chet) topology
of P∞gr . Note also that since P
∞
gr is dense in Pgr in the L
2-topology and Πc is an orthogonal
projection map, we have
V ∞c = Vc (3.22)
where V ∞c denotes the closure of V
∞
c in the L
2-topology.
The initial data in V ∞c has considerable gauge freedom, as only the gauge conditions
Eq. 3.15 at B have been imposed, as well as δPi = 0. Thus all smooth gauge transformations
are allowed that preserve these conditions at B and approach asymptotic translations and/or
rotations at infinity. When we consider time evolution in Sec. 5, this gauge freedom would
create a nuisance for defining time evolution operators. Fortunately, it is possible to fix the
gauge freedom completely as follows. The allowed gauge transformations δˆX := S∗L∗ξ are
precisely the ones lying in P∞gr that additionally satisfy Eq. 3.14 and Eq. 3.15. Satisfaction
of Eq. 3.14 requires that ξµ asymptotically approach a translation or rotation12 at infinity.
12 Since M 6= 0 in the background, an arbitrary asymptotic Lorentz boost will yield δPi 6= 0. However, an
arbitrary translation or rotation will not change M , JΛ, or Pi to first order. Note that here the rotation
may be arbitrary, i.e., it does not have to be along φa
Λ
.
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From Eq. 3.16, it follows that satisfaction of Eq. 3.15 requires
0 = δˆε = DAξ
A (3.23a)
0 = δˆϑodd =
(
D
A
DA − 2πΛr φAΛDA + πΛr πrΛ − 12R
)
ξ (3.23b)
0 = δˆϑeven = −
(
D
A
DA − 2πΛr φAΛDA + πΛr πrΛ − 12R
)
ξr (3.23c)
where R is the Ricci scalar of B. The requirements that δˆϑodd = δˆϑeven = 0 can be shown
to imply ξ|B = ξr|B = 0 by the same argument as given in [13] (with their βA ≡ 2
√
hπAr =
2πΛr φ
A
Λ and we have used the axisymmetry of the background only), which extended argu-
ments given in [22] and [23]. Thus, the space Wg of allowed gauge transformations is given
by
Wg :={S∗L∗ξ ∈ P∞gr | ξ|B = ξr|B = DAξA|B = 0 and ξµ asymptotically
approaches an arbitrary translation plus rotation at infinity}
(3.24)
Remarkably, Wg differs from Wc only in that the condition ξ
A|B = 0 in the definition of
Wc has been replaced by the conditions ξ|B = ξr|B = DAξA|B = 0, and the asymptotic
conditions at infinity are somewhat different.
We now fix the gauge completely on Vc by requiring orthogonality to Wg in the L
2-inner
product. For smooth elements δX ∈ V ∞c , this L2-orthogonality will hold if and only if
g := LSδX = 0 (3.25a)(
δM, δP, δJ
)
(SδX) = 0 (3.25b)(
δε, δ̟AB
)
(SδX)|B = 0 (3.25c)
where
δ̟AB := D[A
(
pB]r + π
Λ
r φ
C
ΛqB]C
)
, (3.26)
and “δJ” in Eq. 3.25b includes all of the angular momenta, not just the ones conjugate to
φaΛ. The conditions at B expressed in Eq. 3.25c take the explicit form
0 = δε(SδX)|B = −12pAA (3.27a)
0 = δ̟AB(SδX)|B = D[A
(
qB]r − πΛr φCΛpB]C
)
(3.27b)
Thus, our gauge conditions on δX correspond to the conditions Eq. 3.11, Eq. 3.14, and
Eq. 3.16 with pab → qab and qab → −pab except that the conditions requiring the vanishing
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of the expansions, δϑodd and δϑeven, in Eq. 3.16b and Eq. 3.16c are deleted and replaced by
Eq. 3.27b, and the condition δJΛ = 0 is replaced by δJ = 0.
Let Vg denote the subspace of Pgr that is orthogonal to Wg. Then elements of Vg weakly
satisfy our gauge conditions Eq. 3.25. Let Πg : Pgr → Pgr denote the orthogonal projection
operator onto Vg. It is shown in Appendix A that, as for Πc, we have
V
∞
g := Vg ∩P∞gr = Πg[P∞gr ] . (3.28)
Furthermore, as for Πc, we have that Πg : P
∞
gr → V ∞g is continuous in the (Fre´chet) topology
of P∞gr .
Now, by construction, we have Wg ⊂ V ∞c , since the gauge transformations in Wg were
chosen to be precisely the gauge transformations in P∞gr that lie in V
∞
c . Taking perp-spaces,
we find that Vg ⊃ (V ∞c )⊥ = (Vc)⊥, where the last equality follows from Eq. 3.22. This implies
that (I −Πc) = Πg(I −Πc) = (I −Πc)Πg, which, in turn, implies that Πc and Πg commute
ΠcΠg = ΠgΠc . (3.29)
The space of interest for us is
V
∞ := ΠgΠc[P
∞
gr ] = V
∞
g ∩ V ∞c . (3.30)
This space contains a unique gauge representative of every element of V ∞c . In the remainder
of this paper, we will analyze dynamical stability for initial data in the space V ∞.
4. KINETIC AND POTENTIAL ENERGIES; POSITIVITY OF KINETIC EN-
ERGY
As discussed in the Introduction, we can use the (t-φ)-reflection isometry, i, of the back-
ground stationary black hole to decompose an arbitrary perturbation into its “odd” and
“even” parts, P and Q, under the action of i. Let Σ be a (t-φ)-reflection symmetric Cauchy
surface for the exterior. We decompose the space of initial data, V ∞, on Σ into L2-orthogonal
parts V ∞ = V ∞odd ⊕ V ∞even as follows. If the background is static, then i is purely a “t-
reflection,” and we define P := (pab, 0) ∈ V ∞odd and Q := (0, qab) ∈ V ∞even. In the stationary
and axisymmetric case, we first decompose pab and qab into their “axial” and “polar” parts
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with respect to the axial Killing fields φaΛ as follows
13:
pab = 2λ
Λ
(aφb)Λ + βab + γ
ΛΘφaΛφbΘ
qab = 2α
Λ
(aφb)Λ + µab + ν
ΛΘφaΛφbΘ
(4.1)
with αΛaφ
a
Θ = 0 = λ
Λ
aφ
a
Θ; βab = β(ab), µab = µ(ab); βabφ
a
Λ = 0 = µabφ
a
Λ; and γ
ΛΘ = γ(ΛΘ),
νΛΘ = ν(ΛΘ). Then the (t-φ)-reflection odd and even parts of the perturbation respectively
are:
P :=
(
βab + γ
ΛΘφaΛφbΘ, − 2αΛ(aφb)Λ
) ∈ V ∞odd
Q :=
(
2λΛ(aφb)Λ, µab + ν
ΛΘφaΛφbΘ
) ∈ V ∞even (4.2)
The negative sign in front of the α in the definition of P was chosen so that the transformation
(p, q) 7→ (P,Q) is canonical with respect to S defined in Eq. 3.8.
Since the linearized constraint equations as well as our boundary conditions and gauge
conditions are invariant under i, they cannot couple P and Q, so P and Q may be viewed
as independent perturbations, i.e., if (P,Q) is a perturbation satisfying the constraints,
boundary conditions, and gauge conditions, then (P, 0) and (0, Q) also satisfy the constraints,
boundary conditions, and gauge conditions.
The canonical energy is the map E : V ∞ × V ∞ → R defined by
E (δ˜X, δX) = ΩΣ
(
δ˜X,£tδX
)
(4.3)
Although the definition of E is not manifestly symmetric in δ˜X and δX , it is, in fact, easily
seen to be symmetric (see Prop.2 of [13]). An explicit formula for E can be found in Eq.86
of [13]. Now, E is constructed from the background spacetime, so it is invariant under the
reflection isometry, i, in the sense that for any perturbations δ˜X and δX in V ∞, we have
E (i∗δ˜X, i∗δX) = E (δ˜X, δX). It follows that under the decomposition V ∞ = V ∞odd ⊕ V ∞even,
E cannot contain any (P -Q)-cross-terms. Thus, E splits up into two quadratic forms K :
V ∞odd × V ∞odd → R and U : V ∞even × V ∞even → R such that
E [(P˜ , Q˜), (P,Q)] = K (P˜ , P ) + U (Q˜, Q) , (4.4)
where
K (P˜ , P ) = E [(P˜ , 0), (P, 0)] (4.5)
13 Note that this is a purely local decomposition into the parts that are parallel and orthogonal to the axial
Killing fields.
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U (Q˜, Q) = E [(0, Q˜), (0, Q)] . (4.6)
We refer to K and U , respectively, as the kinetic energy and potential energy of the
perturbation.
In the simple case of a static background, where P = (pab, 0), it follows immediately from
Eq.86 of [13] with qab = 0 that
K = 2
∫
Σ
N
[
p2ab − 1d−1p2
]
(4.7)
This expression is not manifestly positive definite since the second term in the integrand
may dominate the first. However, pab is not arbitrary but is subject to the constraint
Dbpab = 0 (4.8)
as well as the boundary condition prr = 0 (see Eq. 3.16b).
In the general case of a stationary-axisymmetric black hole, the kinetic energy is obtained
by evaluating Eq.86 of [13] for a perturbation of the form
pab = βab + γ
ΛΘφaΛφbΘ ; qab = 2α
Λ
(aφb)Λ (4.9)
Using the background constraints and integrating by parts using Eq. 3.16, we can write the
kinetic energy in the form
K =
∫
Σ
N
[
1
2
(Dcqab)
2 −DcqabDaqcb
]
+ 2
∫
Σ
N
[
p2ab −
1
d− 1
(
p+ 1√
h
qabπ
ab
)2
+4
(
pab +
1√
h
qc(aπ
c
b)
)
1√
h
qadπbd +
1
h
qcdπ
c
aπ
d
b q
ab
]
+ 2
∫
Σ
(
pab + 1√
h
2qadπbd
)
£Nqab .
(4.10)
The linearized constraints take the form
ca = D
bpab − πbΛ
(
2D[aαb]Λ + α
Θ
aDbΦΛΘ
)
= 0 , (4.11)
where Eq. 2.9 was used and, again, the form Eq. 4.9 for pab is understood. The linearized
Hamiltonian constraint c = 0 is identically satisfied for perturbations of the form Eq. 4.9.
We now rewrite Eq. 4.10 in a more explicit and useful form as follows. With the substi-
tution Eq. 4.9, the first term in the integrand of Eq. 4.10 becomes
K1 ≡
∫
Σ
N
[
1
2
(Dcqab)
2 −DcqabDaqcb
]
= 2
∫
Σ
NΦΛΘ
[
(D[aαb]Λ)(D
[aα
b]
Θ)−
1
2
(αaΞDaΦΛΓ)(α
bΓDbΦΘΞ) + (α
aΞDbΦΛΞ)(DaαbΘ)
]
.
(4.12)
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The last term of Eq. 4.12 can be written as
2
∫
Σ
NΦΛΘ(αaΞDbΦΛΞ)(DaαbΘ) = 2
∫
Σ
NΦΛΘ
[
(αaΞDbΦΛΞ)(DbαaΘ) + 2(α
aΞDbΦΛΞ)(D[aαb]Θ)
]
(4.13)
This expression can be simplified by using the relation
Rabφ
b
Λ = −12φaΘDb
(
ΦΘΞDbΦΛΞ
)
(4.14)
(which holds by virtue of φaΛ being Killing fields) and then eliminating Rab using the back-
ground ADM equation Eq. 2.10 to obtain
Da
(
NΦΛΞDaΦΘΞ
)
= −4NπΛa πaΘ . (4.15)
Using this relation, we simplify Eq. 4.13 as follows:
2
∫
Σ
NΦΛΘ(αaΞDbΦΛΞ)(DbαaΘ) = −2
∫
Σ
[
Db
(
NΦΛΘDbΦΛΞ
)
αaΞαaΘ +Nα
Λ
aD
bαaΞDbΦΛΞ
]
= 8
∫
Σ
N
(
αaΛαΘa
)
(πaΛπ
a
Θ)− 2
∫
Σ
NΦΛΘ(αaΞDbΦΛΞ)(DbαaΘ)− 2
∫
Σ
αaΛαaΘDbΦ
ΘΞDbΦΛΞ
= 4
∫
Σ
N
(
αaΛαΘa
)
(πaΛπ
a
Θ)−
∫
Σ
αaΛαaΘDbΦ
ΘΞDbΦΛΞ
(4.16)
Thus, we obtain
K1 = 2
∫
Σ
NΦΛΘ
[
(D[aαb]Λ + α
Ξ
[aDb]ΦΛΞ)(D
[aα
b]
Θ + α
Γ[aDb]ΦΘΓ)
]
+ 4
∫
Σ
N
(
αaΛαΘa
)
(πaΛπ
a
Θ)
= 2
∫
Σ
NΦΛΘ(D[aα
Λ
b])(D
[aαb]Θ) + 4
∫
Σ
N
(
αaΛαΘa
)
(πaΛπ
a
Θ)
To simplify the remaining terms in Eq. 4.10 we use
√
hqcaπ
c
b =
(
αΛaπbΛ + α
Λ
c π
cΘφaΛφbΘ
)
. (4.17)
In addition,
£Nqab = N¯
Λ£φΛqab + 2qc(aφ
c
ΛDb)N¯
Λ = −4NαΛ(aπb)Λ (4.18)
where £φΛqab = 0 by axisymmetry, and Eq. 2.11 was used. We obtain
K2 ≡ 2
∫
Σ
N
[
p2ab −
1
d− 1
(
p+ 1√
h
qabπ
ab
)2
+4
(
pab +
1√
h
qc(aπ
c
b)
)
1√
h
qadπbd +
1
h
qcdπ
c
aπ
d
b q
ab
]
+ 2
∫
Σ
(
pab + 1√
h
2qadπbd
)
£Nqab
= 2
∫
Σ
N
[
β2ab +
(
γΛΘ + 2α(Λa π
Θ)a
) (
γΛΘ + 2αa(Λπ
a
Θ)
)− 1
d−1
(
β + γΛΛ + 2α
Λ
aπ
a
Λ
)2]
− 4
∫
Σ
N
(
αaΛαΘa
)
(πaΛπ
a
Θ)
(4.19)
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Putting these results together, we obtain our final expression for K
K = 2
∫
Σ
N
[
ΦΛΘ(D[aα
Λ
b])(D
[aαb]Θ) + β2ab +
(
γΛΘ + 2α(Λa π
Θ)a
) (
γΛΘ + 2αa(Λπ
a
Θ)
)
− 1
d− 1
(
β + γΛΛ + 2α
Λ
aπ
a
Λ
)2] (4.20)
We are now in a position to state and prove our first theorem:
Theorem 1 (Positivity of kinetic energy). For axisymmetric perturbations of a stationary-
axisymmetric black hole background, the kinetic energy K , Eq. 4.20, is a positive-definite
symmetric bilinear form on V ∞odd.
Proof. It is instructive to first give the proof for the case of a static background, where i
is given by a t-reflection and the kinetic energy is given by the much simpler expression
Eq. 4.7. In that case, let ξ be the solution to the following boundary value problem (see [24]
and [25]):
△ξ = 1
d− 1p ; ξ|B = 0 ; ξ ∼ O(1/ρ
d−3)|∞ . (4.21)
Define Pˆ = (pˆab, 0) ∈ P∞gr by
Pˆ := P − S∗L∗ (ξ, 0) (4.22)
where L∗ was defined by Eq. 3.12, i.e., we define
pˆab := pab −DaDbξ + hab△ξ +Rabξ (4.23)
where we have used the fact that for the static background, we have πab = 0 and R = 0.
Note that pˆab satisfies the constraint D
apˆab = 0 and the boundary condition pˆrr|B = 0 (see
Eq. 3.16b). Note also that pˆ = pˆaa = 0. We use Eq. 4.23 to eliminate pab in favor of pˆab and ξ
in Eq. 4.7. Integrating by parts and using the boundary conditions on ξ (from Eq. 4.21) and
pˆrr|B = 0, we find that the ξ-ξ terms and the ξ-pˆ cross-terms vanish. (This is essentially the
same calculation as done in Eq. 3.18 and is an expression of the gauge invariance of K with
respect to gauge transformations that respect the boundary conditions Eq. 3.16.) Thus, we
obtain
K = 2
∫
Σ
Npˆabpˆab ≥ 0 (4.24)
Thus, K is non-negative and vanishes if and only if pˆab = 0. However, if pˆab = 0, then
P = S∗L∗ (ξ, 0) ∈ Wg. But P ∈ V ∞odd ⊂ V ⊂ W ⊥g . Thus, K = 0 if and only if P = 0.
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The proof proceeds in an exactly parallel manner for a general stationary-axisymmetric
background, where K is given by Eq. 4.20. We now let ξ be the solution to the boundary
value problem
(△− 2πΛa πaΛ) ξ = 1d−1 (β + γΛΛ + 2αΛaπaΛ) ; ξ|B = 0 ; ξ ∼ O(1/ρd−3)|∞ (4.25)
We again define Pˆ ∈ P∞gr by
Pˆ := P − S∗L∗ (ξ, 0) (4.26)
and we decompose Pˆ as
Pˆ =
(
βˆab + γˆ
ΛΘφaΛφbΘ, − 2αˆΛ(aφb)Λ
)
. (4.27)
By a direct computation using the above definitions, we find βˆ+ γˆΛΛ+2αˆ
Λ
aπ
a
Λ = 0. In parallel
with the arguments in the static case we obtain K (P, P ) = K (Pˆ , Pˆ ). Hence, we obtain
K = 2
∫
Σ
N
[
ΦΛΘ(D[aαˆ
Λ
b])(D
[aαˆb]Θ) + βˆ2ab +
(
γˆΛΘ + 2αˆ(Λa π
Θ)a
) (
γˆΛΘ + 2αˆa(Λπ
a
Θ)
)] ≥ 0
(4.28)
which shows that K is non-negative. Furthermore, K vanishes if and only if αˆΛa = Daξ¯
Λ,
βˆab = 0 and γˆ
ΛΘ = −2Daξ¯(ΛπΘ)a. This means K vanishes iff Pˆ = S∗L∗
(
0,−ξ¯ΛφaΛ
)
i.e.
P = S∗L∗ (ξ,−ξ¯ΛφaΛ) ∈ Wg. But P ∈ V ∞odd ⊂ V ⊂ W ⊥g . So, K = 0 if and only if P = 0,
i.e., the kinetic energy K is a positive-definite, symmetric, quadratic form on V ∞odd, as we
desired to show.
Remarks:
1. As shown in [16], a reflection isometry, i, exists for any subgroup of stationary-
axisymmetric isometries that acts trivially and is such that its generators include
the stationary Killing field and the horizon Killing field. If more than one choice of
i exists, then Thm. 1 implies correspondingly stronger results. In particular, if one
has a static, axisymmetric black hole, one has both a t-reflection and a (t-φ)-reflection
isometry. If we define K and U with respect to the t-reflection isometry, then the-
orem 1 tells us that K is positive definite. However, if we apply theorem 1 to the
(t-φ)-reflection isometry, we learn that, in addition, the potential energy, U , is also
positive definite on “axial” metric perturbations, i.e., metric perturbations of the form
qab = 2α
Λ
(aφb)Λ.
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2. The transformation P → Pˆ = P − S∗L∗ (ξ, 0) is just a gauge transformation corre-
sponding to making a normal displacement of the hypersurface Σ by ξ. The condition
βˆ + γˆΛΛ + 2αˆ
Λ
aπ
a
Λ = 0 is just the condition that δˆπ =
√
hpˆ + qˆabπ
ab = 0. Thus, writing
the expression for K in terms of Pˆ corresponds to working in a gauge14 where Σ is
a maximal slice in the perturbed spacetime. The fact that K (P, P ) = K (Pˆ , Pˆ ) is a
manifestation of the gauge invariance of K .
3. Local Penrose Inequality: As shown in [13], positivity of the canonical energy E
on V ∞ is equivalent to the satisfaction of a local Penrose inequality. Consider pertur-
bations of a Schwarzschild black hole with d ≤ 7, with i chosen to be the t-reversal
isometry. The fact that the Riemannian Penrose inequality holds [26] implies that U
is positive. However, since there do not exist nontrivial stationary perturbations of
Schwarzschild with δM = δJ = 0 [27], [12], it follows that U is non-degenerate [13].
Thus, U is positive definite. Since we have just shown that K is positive definite, it
follows that E is positive definite. This implies that the Schwarzschild black hole is a
strict local minimum of mass at fixed area of the apparent horizon.
5. TIME EVOLUTION AND THE INVERSE KINETIC ENERGY HILBERT
SPACE H
In this section, we will introduce the time evolution operators, K and U , which will be
seen to correspond to the quadratic forms, K and U , defined in the previous section. We
will then use the positive definiteness of K to define a new Hilbert space H that we will
use in our stability analysis. The Hilbert space H will not contain all of V ∞even, but it will
contain all solutions of the form £tδX with δX ∈ V ∞odd.
The time evolution of the background with respect to tµ in Eq. 2.4 is a gauge transfor-
mation generated by the lapse and the shift N ≡ (N,Na), i.e. Eq. 2.4 takes the form
X˙ = S∗L∗N . (5.1)
The evolution equations for smooth perturbations are obtained by linearizing this relation,
i.e.,
˙δX = S∗L∗n + S∗δ(L∗)N (5.2)
14 Note, however, that this gauge choice is not compatible with the gauge conditions that we imposed in
Eq. 3.25.
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where
n := (δN, δNa) (5.3)
and δ(L∗) denotes the linearization of the operator L∗ given by Eq. 3.12. By a direct com-
putation of δ(L∗) from Eq. 3.12, we obtain
q˙ab = δˆnhab + 2N
(
pab − 1d−1p hab
)− 1√
h
Nq
(
πab − 1d−1πhab
)
+ 2√
h
N
(
2qc(aπ
c
b) − 1d−1qcdπcdhab − 1d−1πqab
)
+£Nqab
(5.4)
p˙ab = (
1√
h
δˆnπ
cd)hachbd +
1
2
N (△qab +DaDbq)− 12DcN (Daqbc +Dbqac −Dcqab + habDcq)
−N (Rc(ab)dqcd +Rc(aqb)c − habRcdqcd)+ habDcNDdqcd −ND(aDcqb)c
− (NR −△N) qab + 32Nhab
(−Rcdqcd −△q +DcDdqcd)
+ 2
h
Nq
(
πacπ
c
b − 1d−1ππab
)− 2
h
N
[
qcdπ
c
aπ
d
b + 2qc(aπb)dπ
cd − 1
d−1
(
qcdπ
cdπab + 2qc(aπ
c
b)π
)]
− 2√
h
N
[
2pc(aπ
c
b) − 1d−1 (pπab + πpab)
]− 1
2
√
h
q
[
Dc (N
cπab)− 2πc(aDcNb)
]
+Dc
[
N c
(
pab +
2√
h
qd(aπ
d
b)
)]
− 2
[
pc(a +
1√
h
qdcπ
d
(a +
1√
h
πdc qd(a
]
DcNb) − 2√h£Nqd(aπdb)
+ 2√
h
qcd
[
D(cNa)π
d
b +D(cNb)π
d
a
]
(5.5)
where 
 1√h δˆnπab
δˆnhab

 := S∗L∗

 n
na

 (5.6)
is just the gauge transformation generated by n. In the above equations, we have used
the background constraints and evolution equations, as well as the stationarity (but not
axisymmetry) of the background.
The perturbed lapse and shift n are to be chosen so that the solution lies in V ∞. The
linearized constraints Eq. 3.11 are preserved under time evolution, and thus L ˙δX = 0 holds
as an identity. Similarly, ˙δX identically satisfies the boundary conditions Eq. 3.16 as can
be checked by an explicit computation. Thus, ˙δX ∈ V ∞c and we only need to impose the
conditions Eq. 3.25 so that ˙δX ∈ V ∞g . This requires that n satisfies the equation
LL∗n = −Lδ(L∗)N (5.7)
This equation takes the form
(d− 1)△2n = . . . (5.8a)
2DbD(anb) = . . . (5.8b)
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where the dots denote terms of lower derivative order in n and source terms depending on
δX . Thus, Eq. 5.7 is of elliptic character. The boundary conditions needed for the right
hand side of Eq. 5.4-Eq. 5.5 to lie in V ∞ are that S∗L∗n ∈ Wg and that, in addition, n
satisfy the boundary conditions arising from Eq. 3.25b and Eq. 3.25c. The conditions arising
from Eq. 3.25c take the form
0 = δε(S ˙δX)|B = 12(d− 1)d2rn + 12
[
(d− 2)D2 + 1
2
R
]
n + . . .+ δε(δ(L∗)N) (5.9a)
0 = δ̟AB(S ˙δX)|B = D[AdrnB] + . . .+ δ̟AB(δ(L∗)N) (5.9b)
where we have again suppressed the lower derivative terms in n and kept the source terms
depending on δX in symbolic form.
The problem of solving the above system for n corresponds precisely to applying the
projection map15 Πg to S∗δ(L∗)N . It follows from the results of Appendix A that a unique
solution for n exists satisfying Eq. 5.7 and the above boundary conditions. Consequently,
the evolution equations Eq. 5.4 and Eq. 5.5 take the form
˙δX = E(δX) . (5.10)
where E : V ∞ → V ∞ is a linear map. Note, however, that since we have to solve the elliptic
system Eq. 5.7 for n to determine the action of E on δX , E is not a local differential operator.
We have the following proposition:
Proposition 5.1. Given any δX0 ∈ V ∞ there exists a unique solution δX(t) ∈ V ∞ to
Eq. 5.10 that varies smoothly with t in the topology of V ∞ and is such that δX(0) = δX0.
Proof. Uniqueness is obvious because the difference between two such solutions yields a
solution to the linearized Einstein equation with vanishing initial data. Such a solution must
be pure gauge, but the gauge has been completely fixed in V ∞, so the difference between two
such solutions must vanish. To show existence, we solve the linearized Einstein equation in
linearized harmonic gauge to obtain a metric perturbation δgµν with initial data δX0. This
solution will induce initial data δ˜X(t) on each slice Σt. On account of the wave equation
character of the linearized Einstein equation in this gauge, standard energy estimates (see,
e.g., Lemma 7.4.6 of [28]) can be used to show that δ˜X(t) will lie in P∞gr and will vary
15 It can be verified that S∗δ(L∗)N lies in V ∞c (see the proof of Prop. 5.1 below), so no Πc projection is
needed.
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smoothly with t. However, δ˜X(t) must also satisfy the linearized constraints Eq. 3.11 and
the conditions Eq. 3.14 because δX0 satisfies these conditions and they are automatically
preserved under time evolution. In addition “time evolution” (i.e., the evaluation of the
solution on Σt using the identification of Σt with Σ given by orbits of t
µ) maps B into B (see
Fig. 1) and merely rotates it via the action of axial Killing fields. Since the perturbation is
axisymmetric, it follows that Eq. 3.15 holds at all times if it holds initially. Thus, δ˜X(t) ∈ Vc
for all t. The desired solution then is δX(t) = Πgδ˜X(t). Smoothness of δX(t) in t follows
from the smoothness of δ˜X(t) in t together with the continuity of the gauge projection map
Πg proven in Appendix A.
The canonical energy, E , is related to the evolution operator E by
E (δ˜X, δX) = ΩΣ
(
δ˜X, E(δX)
)
=
〈
δ˜X,SE(δX)
〉
(5.11)
for all δ˜X, δX ∈ V ∞. This equation follows immediately from the definition of E , Eq. 4.3,
together with Eq. 5.10 and Eq. 3.6-Eq. 3.8. The relation Eq. 5.11 between E and the time
evolution operator E expresses the fact that E is a Hamiltonian for the linearized equations.
We now make use of the reflection isometry i of the background spacetime. As in the
previous section, we decompose initial data (pab, qab) ∈ V ∞ into its odd part, P ∈ V ∞odd, and
even part, Q ∈ V ∞even under the action of i (see Eq. 4.2). Since the time evolution operator E
is invariant under i, the gauge-fixed ADM evolution equations Eq. 5.4-Eq. 5.5 take the form:
Q˙ = KP (5.12a)
P˙ = −UQ (5.12b)
Here, the maps K and U act as
K : V ∞odd → V ∞even
U : V ∞even → V ∞odd .
(5.13)
We refer to K and U , respectively, as the kinetic and potential time evolution operators. As
in the case of E , the operators K and U are not local differential operators since the gauge
fixing procedure involves solving an elliptic equation.
We now return to Eq. 5.11 and decompose the perturbations δ˜X and δX into their odd
and even parts under i. Using the fact that no “cross-terms” can arise on account of the fact
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that i is an isometry of the background spacetime, we see that the kinetic, potential and
canonical energy quadratic forms, K and U , are given in terms of the kinetic and potential
time evolution operators, K and U , by
K (P˜ , P ) =
〈
P˜ ,SKP
〉
U (Q˜, Q) = −
〈
Q˜,SUQ
〉
. (5.14)
Note that it follows immediately from the symmetry of the quadratic forms K and U that
both SK : V ∞odd → V ∞odd and SU : V ∞even → V ∞even are symmetric linear maps in the L2-inner
product.
Taking the time derivative of Eq. 5.12a and using Eq. 5.12b, we obtain
Q¨ = −AQ (5.15)
where
A := KU : V ∞even → V ∞even . (5.16)
We wish to use spectral methods to solve this equation, but in order to do so, we need to
define an inner product that makes A a symmetric operator. This can be achieved as follows.
Let K[V ∞odd] ⊆ V ∞even denote the range of the operator K. By Thm. 1, SK is a positive-definite
operator on V ∞odd, so K has vanishing kernel. Thus for all Q ∈ K[V ∞odd], there exists a unique
P ∈ V ∞odd such that, Q = KP . Using this fact, define a new inner product, 〈, 〉H on K[V ∞odd]
by: 〈
Q˜, Q
〉
H
:= K (P˜ , P ) (5.17)
where P˜ and P are such that Q˜ = KP˜ and Q = KP . That this is indeed an inner product
follows from the symmetry, bilinearity and positive-definiteness of K (Thm. 1). Note that
we can write this inner product in terms of the L2 inner product Eq. 3.6 and the operator
K as 〈
Q˜, Q
〉
H
=
〈
P˜ ,SKP
〉
=
〈
P˜ ,SQ
〉
=
〈
SQ˜, P
〉
(5.18)
Thus, formally, the new inner product Eq. 5.17 corresponds to taking the matrix element of
(SK)−1 in the L2 inner product Eq. 3.6.
We now complete the space K[V ∞odd] in the inner product 〈, 〉H to obtain a Hilbert space
H . Note that V ∞even 6⊂ H . However, H does contain all Q ∈ V ∞even that are of the form
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Q = KP for P ∈ V ∞odd. In view of Eq. 5.12, this means that the even part of all perturbations
that are of the form £tδX
′ for some perturbation δX ′ ∈ V ∞ will be represented in H . As
a consequence, our stability analysis of the next section will not apply to all perturbations
in V ∞, but it will apply to all perturbations of the form £tδX ′ with δX ′ ∈ V ∞.
Finally, it will be convenient to complexify H in order to apply spectral methods. We
continue denote the complexified Hilbert space as H , i.e., we will not distinguish the com-
plexification in our notation.
6. DYNAMICS IN H ; NEGATIVE ENERGY AND EXPONENTIAL GROWTH
The operator A of Eq. 5.16 is well defined as an operator A : H → H with dense domain
given by domA = K[V ∞odd]. For Q˜, Q ∈ domA, we have〈
Q˜,AQ
〉
H
=
〈
Q˜,K(UQ)
〉
H
=
〈
SQ˜,UQ
〉
= −
〈
Q˜,SUQ
〉
= U (Q˜, Q) (6.1)
where Eq. 5.14 and the last equality of Eq. 5.18 were used. Thus A is densely defined
symmetric operator on H . Indeed, the entire purpose of introducing the inner product
Eq. 5.17 was to make A symmetric.
If H were finite-dimensional, then the operator A would be self-adjoint on H and would
admit an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors. This basis would diagonalize Eq. 5.15, and we
could immediately conclude that any eigenvector of A with a negative eigenvalue would
correspond to an exponentially growing solution. However, H is infinite-dimensional and A
is known only to be a symmetric operator defined on a dense domain in H , so the argument
for exponential growth cannot be made so straightforwardly.
Clearly A : H → H is a real operator, i.e., it commutes with the (anti-linear) complex
conjugation operator on H that we have just introduced via our complexification at the
end of the previous section. We believe it likely that A satisfies the properties that it
is bounded below and that it is essentially self-adjoint on the domain K[V ∞odd]. If these
properties hold, then A would have a unique self-adjoint extension A˜ that also would be
bounded below. Unfortunately, it does not appear to be straightforward to establish either
of these properties. Fortunately, as we shall see, we can bypass the issue of essential self-
adjointness of A by simply choosing an arbitrary self-adjoint extension A˜; existence of such
an extension is guaranteed by virtue of A being real. As we also shall see, we are able to
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bypass the issue of A˜ being bounded below by using spectral projections.
Consider initial data of the form (P0 = 0, Q0 = KP ′0) where P ′0 ∈ V ∞odd. Clearly, we have
Q0 ∈ K[V ∞odd], so Q0 ∈ H . Let δX(t) denote the unique solution in V ∞ to Eq. 5.10 with
this initial data (see Prop. 5.1). Let Qt ∈ V ∞even denote the (t-φ)-even part of δX(t). We
claim first that Qt ∈ H for all t. To show this, let δX ′ be the unique solution in V ∞
with initial data (P ′0, Q
′
0 = 0). Then £tδX
′ has initial data (P0 = 0, Q0 = KP ′0), and hence
δX(t) = £tδX
′(t) for all t. It follows that Qt takes the form Qt = KP ′t where P ′t ∈ V ∞odd is
the (t-φ)-odd part of δX ′(t). Thus, Qt ∈ H for all t. Since domA = V ∞even ∩H , we also
have Qt ∈ domA for all t. Furthermore, when viewed as a one-parameter family of vectors
in H , Qt satisfies
d2Qt
dt2
= −AQt (6.2)
(see Eq. 5.15.)
Let A˜ be any self-adjoint extension of A on H . Let {Eλ} denote the family of projection
operators associated to A˜ such that16
A˜ =
∞∫
−∞
λdEλ (6.3)
so that Eλ projects onto the spectral subspace of A˜ in (−∞, λ]. Define Qt,β by
Qt,β = (I −Eβ)Qt (6.4)
so that Qt,β is the projection of Qt onto the spectral subspace (β,∞) of A˜. Clearly, we have
Qt = lim
β→−∞
Qt,β and ||Qt,β||H ≤ ||Qt||H for all λ. Applying (I −Eβ) to Eq. 6.2, we obtain
d2Qt,β
dt2
= −A˜Qt,β . (6.5)
Our next result will require the following lemma:
Lemma 6.1. Let A˜ be an arbitrary self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space H . Let Rt
be a one parameter family of vectors in H such that (i) Rt is twice differentiable in t, (ii)
R0 = (dRt/dt)|0 = 0 (iii) Rt lies in domA˜ for all t, and (iv) we have
d2Rt
dt2
= −A˜Rt (6.6)
for all t. Then Rt = 0.
16 The meaning of the integral (as a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral) is explained, e.g., in Sec.120 of [29] and in
[30].
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Proof. Let Λ > 0 and let Rt,Λ be the projection of Rt onto the spectral interval [−Λ,Λ], i.e.,
Rt,Λ = (EΛ − E−Λ)Rt (6.7)
where Eλ is the spectral family of projection operators associated with A˜. Then Rt,Λ satisfies
all of the properties of Rt stated in the hypothesis of this Lemma. Let
fΛ(t) = ‖Rt,Λ ‖2 + ‖ dRt,Λ/dt ‖2 . (6.8)
Then we have:
dfΛ
dt
= 2ℜ 〈dRt,Λ/dt, Rt,Λ〉+ 2ℜ 〈d2Rt,Λ/dt2, dRt,Λ/dt〉 (6.9)
= 2ℜ 〈dRt,Λ/dt, Rt,Λ〉+ 2ℜ
〈
−A˜Rt,Λ, dRt,Λ/dt
〉
(6.10)
where ℜ denotes the real part. Thus, we obtain∣∣∣∣dfΛdt
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖Rt,Λ ‖2 + 2 ‖ dRt,Λ/dt ‖2 + ∥∥∥ A˜Rt,Λ ∥∥∥2 (6.11)
However,
∥∥∥ A˜Rt,Λ ∥∥∥2 ≤ Λ2 ‖Rt,Λ ‖2 on account of the spectral projection Eq. 6.7. Thus, we
obtain ∣∣∣∣dfΛdt
∣∣∣∣ ≤ (Λ2 + 2)fΛ (6.12)
Since fΛ ≥ 0 for all t ∈ R and fΛ|t=0 = 0, this inequality implies that fΛ(t) = 0 for all t,
which implies that Rt,Λ = 0. However, the vanishing of Rt,Λ for all Λ implies that Rt = 0.
Our instability results will be based upon the following proposition
Proposition 6.1. Qt,β as defined by Eq. 6.4 is given by
Qt,β = cos(tA˜1/2+ )Q0,β +Π0Q0,β + cosh(tA˜1/2− )Q0,β (6.13)
where A˜+ = (I−E0)A˜ is the positive part of A˜, Π0 is the projection onto the zero eigenvalue
subspace17 of A˜, and A˜− = −(E0−Π0)A˜ is minus the negative part of A˜ (so A˜− is a positive
operator).
Proof. Let
St,β = cos(tA˜1/2+ )Q0,β +Π0Q0,β + cosh(tA˜1/2− )Q0,β (6.14)
17 Π0 will be nontrivial if and only if there exist stationary perturbations for which δM = δJ = 0.
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Then St,β is well defined since cos(tA˜1/2+ ) and Π0 are bounded operators, and Q0,β ∈
dom cosh(tA˜1/2− ) on account of the spectral cutoff Eq. 6.4 used in defining Qt,β . Since
Q0,β ∈ domA˜, it follows that St,β ∈ domA˜ for all t. Using the facts that domA˜ ⊂ domA˜1/2+
and domA˜ ⊂ domA˜1/2− , it follows that that St,β is twice differentiable in t and
d2St,β
dt2
= −A˜St,β . (6.15)
Furthermore, we have S0,β = Q0,β and (dSt,β/dt)|0 = 0. The proposition now follows imme-
diately by applying Lemma. 6.1 to Rt = Qt,β − St,β.
We now state and prove our main instability result:
Proposition 6.2. Let Q0 = KP ′0 with P ′0 ∈ V ∞odd be such that U (Q0, Q0) < 0. Then the
solution generated by the initial data (P0 = 0, Q0) grows exponentially with time in the
sense that there exists C > 0 and α > 0 such that
‖Qt ‖H > C exp(αt) (6.16)
Proof. By Eq. 6.1 we have
〈Q0,AQ0〉H = U (Q0, Q0) < 0 . (6.17)
Therefore, there exists α > 0 such that E−α2Q0 6= 0. Clearly, we can choose β sufficiently
large and negative so that E−α2(I −Eβ)Q0 = E−α2Q0,β 6= 0. However, by Prop. 6.1 and the
spectral representation Eq. 6.3, we have
‖E−α2Qt,β ‖2H =
∫ β
−α2
cosh2(tλ1/2) d ‖EλQ0 ‖2H
≥ cosh2(tα) ‖E−α2Q0,β ‖2H > exp(2αt) ‖E−α2Q0,β ‖2H (6.18)
Thus, we obtain
‖Qt ‖H ≥ ‖Qt,β ‖H ≥ ‖E−α2Qt,β ‖H > ‖E−α2Q0,β ‖H exp(αt) (6.19)
as we desired to show.
Remark: By similar arguments, it follows that
∥∥∥ Q˙t ∥∥∥
H
also grows exponentially with t.
However, we have ∥∥∥ Q˙t ∥∥∥2
H
= ‖KPt ‖2H = K (Pt, Pt) (6.20)
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where Pt is the (t-φ)-odd part at time t of the solution generated by the initial data (0, Q0).
Thus, the kinetic energy, K , of the solution generated by (0, Q0) blows up exponentially
with time. Since the total canonical energy E is conserved, it follows that −U (Qt, Qt) also
blows up exponentially. Since K and U are gauge invariant, this shows that the exponential
blow-up found in Prop. 6.2 is not a gauge artifact.
We now reformulate our results as a Rayleigh-Ritz-type of variational principle for ana-
lyzing black hole instability, which makes no direct reference to the Hilbert space H .
Theorem 2 (Variational Principle for Instability). For any P ∈ V ∞odd consider the quantity
ω2(P ) :=
U (KP,KP )
K (P, P )
(6.21)
Then if ω2 < 0, the solution δX(t) determined by the initial data (P, 0) will grow with time
at least as fast as exp(αt) for any α < |ω|, in the sense that the kinetic energy, K , of £tδX
will satisfy
lim
t→∞
[K (£tδX,£tδX) exp(−2αt)] =∞ . (6.22)
Proof. Let Q0 = KP . Then we have
U (KP,KP ) = U (Q0, Q0) = 〈Q0,AQ0〉H (6.23)
and
K (P, P ) = 〈Q0, Q0〉H . (6.24)
Thus,
ω2 =
〈Q0,AQ0〉H
〈Q0, Q0〉H
(6.25)
so if ω2 < 0, then it must be the case that E−α2Q0 6= 0 for any α2 < |ω2|.
The solution £tδX has initial data (0, Q0). The theorem follows immediately by applying
Prop. 6.2 and the remark below that proposition to this solution.
Remark: The variational principle in Thm. 2 may be viewed as a generalization of the
variational principle of [31] for spherically symmetric perturbations of static, spherically
symmetric spacetimes (with matter fields), which itself is a generalization of the variational
principle of [32]. Indeed, much more generally, in an arbitrary theory, the key ingredients
needed to obtain such a variational principle for linearized perturbations off of a stationary
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background are that (i) the theory be derived from a Lagrangian, so that the canonical
energy, E , of perturbations is well defined; (ii) gauge conditions can be chosen that uniquely
fix the gauge in such a way that E acts as a Hamiltonian for the linearized perturbations and
time evolution yields a suitably smooth map on the initial data space; (iii) the background
admits a suitable t-φ reflection isometry, i, so that the canonical energy E can be decomposed
into a kinetic part K and a potential part U ; (iv) the kinetic energy K is positive definite.
Thus, it should be possible to generalize our results to a wide variety of other cases as well
as a wide variety of other theories. As simple examples, in Appendix B we analyze the
cases of an axisymmetric Klein-Gordon scalar field and an axisymmetric electromagnetic
field propagating in an arbitrary stationary-axisymmetric black hole background with a
(t-φ)-reflection isometry.
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Appendix A: Projection Operators
The purpose of this Appendix is to outline the proof of the following proposition:
Proposition A.1. The orthogonal projection operators Πc : Pgr → Pgr and Πg : Pgr →
Pgr defined in Sec. 3 map P
∞
gr to itself and—as linear maps on P
∞
gr—are continuous in the
natural (Fre´chet) topology on P∞gr .
The basic strategy for proving this proposition consists of constructing these projection
operators by solving elliptic equations. The nice properties of the projection operators then
follow from elliptic regularity. This strategy was successfully implemented in Proposition 5
of [13], with the main technical steps carried out in Lemma 3 of that reference. However,
the choice of boundary conditions for spaces our Wc and Wg differ from the space, WHW ,
considered in [13], and there are several other (relatively minor) differences as well as some
(small) improvements that can be made. Therefore, rather than merely referring the reader
to [13], we shall we shall now outline the main steps needed to prove Prop.A.1. However,
our proof mirrors the proof given in [13] in its essential details.
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To project δX ∈ Pgr orthogonally to S[Wc], with Wc defined by Eq. 3.17, we would like
to solve the elliptic equation
LL∗ξ = LδX (A.1)
with ξ satisfying the conditions appearing in the definition Eq. 3.17 of Wc and also such that
δX − L∗ξ satisfies the boundary conditions Eq. 3.14 and Eq. 3.15. If we can find such a ξ,
then
δX ′ := δX −L∗ξ (A.2)
will satisfy LδX ′ = 0 together with the boundary conditions Eq. 3.14 and Eq. 3.15. Thus,
we have δX ′ ∈ Vc whereas S∗L∗ξ ∈ Wc, so the desired projection map is
ΠcδX = δX
′ = δX −L∗ξ . (A.3)
Similarly, to obtain the projection operator Πg, we we wish to solve the equation
LL∗ξ = LSδX (A.4)
with ξ satisfying the conditions appearing in the definition Eq. 3.24 of Wg and also such that
δX − S∗L∗ξ satisfies the boundary conditions Eq. 3.25b and Eq. 3.25c. We then obtain
ΠgδX = δX − S∗L∗ξ . (A.5)
Thus, the proof hinges on the ability to solve the equation LL∗ξ = α for suitable α such
that ξ satisfies the desired boundary conditions. The key step in showing this is the proof
of a Poincare inequality of the form
c
∥∥ ξ ∥∥
W 2ρ⊕W 1ρ
≤ ∥∥L∗Mρξ ∥∥L2⊕L2 ≤ C ∥∥ ξ ∥∥W 2ρ⊕W 1ρ (A.6)
for positive constants c, C where W 2ρ ⊕W 1ρ denotes the weighted Sobolev space on ξ = (ξ, ξa)
and the weighting matrix appearing in the middle term is
Mρ :=

ρ2 0
0 ρ

 , (A.7)
where ρ is a positive function that goes to 1 in a neighborhood of B and approaches
(x21 + . . .+ x
2
d)
1/2
near infinity. We want this inequality to hold for all ξ lying in a suit-
able closed subspace of W 2ρ ⊕ W 1ρ . As can be seen from the proof of lemma 3 of [13], a
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certain boundary term at B arises in the estimates, and, for the validity of the first inequal-
ity in Eq.A.6, we need ξ to be such that this boundary term vanishes. This requires the
vanishing of ∫
B
ra
(
Dbξaξ
b −Dbξbξa
)
=
∫
B
(ξaDaξr − ξrDaξa)
=
∫
B
(
ξrdrξr + ξ
A
DAξr − ξrdrξr + ξrDAξA
)
=
∫
B
(
ξADAξr − ξrDAξA
)
= −2
∫
B
ξrDAξ
A
(A.8)
Thus, the Poincare inequality Eq.A.6 will hold if we restrict ξ to the closed subspace of
W 2ρ ⊕ W 1ρ defined by18 (DAξA)|B = 0 (or alternatively, the closed subspace defined by
ξr = 0). In addition, we may impose the vanishing at B of any other components of ξ
and ξr and/or their tangential derivatives. However, we cannot impose conditions on radial
derivatives of these quantities, since such conditions would not define closed subspaces of
W 2ρ ⊕W 1ρ .
The closed subspaces of W 2ρ ⊕W 1ρ of interest are
XHW :=
{
ξ = (ξ, ξa) ∈ W 2ρ ⊕W 1ρ | ξ|B = ξr|B and ξA|B = 0
}
(A.9a)
Xc :=
{
ξ ∈ W 2ρ ⊕W 1ρ | ξA|B = 0
}
(A.9b)
Xg :=
{
ξ ∈ W 2ρ ⊕W 1ρ | ξ|B = ξr|B = (DAξA)|B = 0
}
(A.9c)
The space Xc will be used for the construction of Πc and the space Xg will be used for the
construction of Πg. The space XHW is included in this list because it is the space used in
[13], but it will not be used here.
As shown in the proof of lemma 3 of [13], for d ≥ 4 (i.e., spacetime dimension 5 or
greater), the Poincare inequality Eq.A.6 holds on the spaces XHW , Xc, and Xg. Equation
Eq.A.6 also holds in d = 3 provided that, if the black hole is non-rotating (i.e., for the
Schwarzschild case), we pass to the subspace orthogonal in L2 ⊕ L2 to M−1ρ tµ, where tµ is
the timelike Killing field of the background black hole.
Now, let X denote any of the spaces XHW , Xc, and Xg, with the additional projection
orthogonal to M−1ρ tµ taken in the case of a Schwarzschild background in d = 3. In view
18 This condition is well defined since for any ξa ∈ W 1ρ , its restriction to B is well defined in L2(B) and its
tangential derivatives are therefore also well defined (weakly).
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of Eq.A.6, the Lax-Milgram theorem19 implies that given any β ∈ X , there exists η ∈ X
such that for all χ ∈ X we have〈L∗Mρη,L∗Mρχ〉 = 〈β, χ〉 , (A.10)
where 〈, 〉 denotes the L2 inner product. In particular, since this equation holds for all
χ ∈ C∞0 , it follows that
ξ :=Mρη (A.11)
is a weak solution to
LL∗ξ = α (A.12)
where α =Mρβ. However, since LL∗ is elliptic (see [24], [33] and also Ch.VII Sec.2 of [21]),
if β ∈ X ∩k (W kρ ⊕W kρ ) (so that α ∈ (MρX ) ∩k (ρ2W kρ ⊕ ρW kρ )), then ξ ∈ (MρX ) ∩k
(ρ2W kρ ⊕ ρW kρ ) and Eq.A.12 holds in the ordinary (strong) sense. Furthermore ξ depends
continuously on α in the natural (Fre´chet) topology of these spaces. It also follows from
Eq.A.10 together with the fact that Eq.A.12 holds in the strong sense that for all α, ψ ∈
(MρX ) ∩k (ρ2W kρ ⊕ ρW kρ ), the solution ξ to Eq.A.12 given by the Lax-Milgram theorem
satisfies 〈L∗ξ,L∗ψ〉 = 〈LL∗ξ, ψ〉 (A.13)
However, since ξ and ψ are smooth, the difference between the left and right sides can be
explicitly computed by the same calculation as previously done in Eq. 3.18. In this case, no
boundary terms arise from infinity and we obtain〈L∗ξ,L∗ψ〉− 〈LL∗ξ, ψ〉 = 2 ∫
B
(−drψ δε+ ψ δϑeven + ψr δϑodd − ψAB δ̟AB) (A.14)
where δ̟AB is given by Eq. 3.26 and we have used DAψ
A = 0 to replace ψA by DBψ
AB for
some ψAB = ψ[AB]. Since the right side vanishes for all ψ ∈ (MρX ) ∩k (ρ2W kρ ⊕ ρW kρ ), we
obtain the following additional boundary conditions on the solutions ξ in the various cases:
• XHW : Definition: ξ|B = ξr|B, ξA|B = 0; Additional conditions on solutions: δε|B = 0,
δϑ+|B = 0.
• Xc: Definition: ξA|B = 0; Additional conditions on solutions: δε|B = 0, δϑeven|B = 0,
δϑodd|B = 0.
19 This theorem is just the Riesz lemma applied to
〈
β, ·〉, which is a bounded linear map on W 2ρ ⊕W 1ρ and
hence, by Eq.A.6, is also a bounded linear map on the inner product space defined by 〈L∗Mρ ·,L∗Mρ ·〉.
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• Xg: Definition: ξ|B = 0 = ξr|B, DAξA|B = 0; Additional conditions on solutions:
δε|B = 0, δ̟AB|B = 0.
Thus, the solutions given by the Lax-Milgram theorem to Eq.A.12 with α ∈ (MρX ) ∩k
(ρ2W kρ ⊕ ρW kρ ) satisfy precisely the conditions at B needed to obtain the spaces WHW , Wc,
and Wg, respectively.
The key ingredients are now in place to construct the projection map Πc. As explained
at the beginning of this section, to construct Πc, we wish to solve Eq.A.1 for any given
δX ∈ P∞gr . In order to obtain a solution that satisfies the desired boundary conditions at
B, we choose ξˆ be smooth and of compact support such that: (i) ξˆA|B = 0; (ii) L∗ξˆ − δX
satisfies the horizon boundary conditions Eq. 3.15 required for elements of Vc; and (iii)(
LL∗ξˆ − LδX
)A
|B = 0. There is no difficulty simultaneously satisfying all of these condi-
tions because ξˆ is not constrained by any equations holding in the bulk, so all of the various
radial derivatives (dr)
nξˆ at B can be chosen independently.
We now solve
LL∗ξ˜ = LδX −LL∗ξˆ (A.15)
Condition (iii) guarantees that the right side lies in (MρXc)∩k (ρ2W kρ ⊕ρW kρ ), so we obtain a
solution ξ˜ ∈ (MρXc)∩k (ρ2W kρ ⊕ρW kρ ). It follows that δX−L∗(ξ˜+ξˆ) satisfies the constraints
Eq. 3.11 and the horizon boundary conditions Eq. 3.15 needed to be an element of V ∞c .
However, it need not satisfy the remaining conditions Eq. 3.14, namely δM = δJΛ = δPi = 0.
Since these are only a finite number of conditions, only a finite co-rank further projection is
needed.
In [13], this additional projection was done by choosing an arbitrary minimal set of
solutions ΨI that satisfy the horizon boundary conditions and whose span yields arbitrary
values of (δM, δJΛ, δPi). The final projection to V
∞
c was done by subtracting from δX −
L∗(ξ˜+ ξˆ) the linear combination of ΨI that makes δM = δJΛ = δPi = 0. However, this does
not, in general, yield an orthogonal projection, as would be needed to obtain commutativity
with Πg.
We will carry out this additional projection by making a special choice of ΨI that yields
an orthogonal projection. Let χˆ
I
be a basis for asymptotic translations and rotations with
respect to the axial Killing fields at infinity, with each χˆ
I
chosen so that it vanishes in a
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neighborhood of B. Now solve the equation
LL∗χ˜
I
= −LL∗χˆ
I
(A.16)
to obtain a solution in (MρXc) ∩k (ρ2W kρ ⊕ ρW kρ ). Define
ξ
I
= χ˜
I
+ χˆ
I
. (A.17)
It follows immediately from the definition Eq. 3.17 of Wc that S
∗L∗ξ
I
∈ Wc. Any element
of Vc must therefore be L
2-orthogonal to L∗ξ
I
. In particular, we have L∗ξ
I
/∈ Vc. But L∗ξI
satisfies the constraints Eq. 3.11 and the horizon boundary conditions Eq. 3.15 needed to
be an element of V ∞c . This implies that L∗ξI cannot satisfy δM = δJΛ = δPi = 0. More
generally, no linear combination of the L∗ξ
I
can satisfy δM = δJΛ = δPi = 0, so the span
of L∗ξ
I
must yield all possible values of (δM, δJΛ, δPi). Thus, L∗ξI may be used to play the
role of ΨI .
Now let
ξ = ξ˜ + ξˆ +
∑
I
cIξI (A.18)
where the cI are chosen so that δX−L∗ξ satisfies δM = δJΛ = δPi = 0. Putting everything
together, we have shown that any δX ∈ P∞gr can be written as
δX = δX ′ + L∗ξ (A.19)
where S∗L∗ξ ∈ Wc and δX ′ ∈ V ∞c . Thus, we have ΠcδX = δX ′ ∈ V ∞c , as we desired to
show. The continuous dependence of δX ′ on δX in the topology of P∞gr follows directly
from the continuous dependence of the solution ξ on α in Eq.A.12.
The corresponding results for the projection map Πg are obtained in complete parallel
by replacing Wc and Xc with Wg and Xg and inserting the map S in appropriate places.
Appendix B: Scalar and Electromagnetic Fields
In this Appendix, we give a treatment of scalar fields and electromagnetic fields on a black
hole background analogous to our treatment of gravitational perturbations. The black hole
background is assumed to be stationary and axisymmetric with a (t-φ) reflection isometry i
and with a bifurcate Killing horizon with bifurcation surface B, but it need not be a solution
to Einstein’s equation. As in the gravitational case, we consider only axisymmetric scalar
and electromagnetic fields.
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1. Scalar Fields
The case of a Klein-Gordon scalar field φ propagating on a black hole background is
particularly simple because there are no constraints and there is no gauge freedom. The
initial data for a scalar field is δX = (π, ψ), where ψ = φ|Σ and π = (uµ∇µφ)|Σ, where uµ is
the unit normal to Σ. The analog of Pgr is
PKG := L
2(Σ)⊕ L2(Σ) (B.1)
with the natural volume measure on Σ. The analog, P∞KG, of P
∞
gr is the intersection of the
corresponding weighted Sobolev spaces (see Eq. 3.4). The symplectic form is
ΩΣ(δ˜X, δX) :=
∫
Σ
(π˜ψ − ψ˜π) , (B.2)
which is represented on PKG by the orthogonal linear map S given by
S(π, ψ) = (ψ,−π) . (B.3)
Since we have no constraints or gauge conditions to enforce, the analogs of the projectors
Πc and Πg are trivial, so V
∞
KG = P
∞
KG.
In both the static and rotating cases, the reflection odd and even parts, respectively, of
the perturbation are simply P = (π, 0) and Q = (0, ψ). Note that in this case we have
V ∞KG,odd ∼= V ∞KG,even. The kinetic and potential energies for axisymmetric fields are:
KKG =
∫
Σ
Nπ2
UKG =
∫
Σ
N
[
(Daψ)
2 +m2ψ2
] (B.4)
Both KKG and UKG are manifestly positive definite. Indeed, for a scalar field
20, the canonical
energy takes the form
EKG = KKG + UKG = 2
∫
Σ
Tµνt
µuν (B.5)
where Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor
Tµν := ∇µφ∇νφ− 1
2
gµν
(∇λφ∇λφ+m2φ2) (B.6)
20 For other fields the canonical energy can differ from the right side of Eq. B.5 by a “boundary term”; see
the appendix of [34] for further discussion.
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For axisymmetric fields we then have Tµνt
µuν = NTµνu
µuν ≥ 0, which again shows the
positivity of the canonical energy.
The evolution equations for axisymmetric fields are
ψ˙ = Nπ
π˙ = Da (ND
aψ)−Nm2ψ
(B.7)
Thus, the operator KKG corresponds simply to multiplication by N . It is then obvious that
for ψ ∈ V ∞KG,even, we have ψ ∈ KKG[V ∞KG,odd] if and only if ψ|B = 0. The “inverse kinetic
energy Hilbert space” HKG is then the L
2-space on Σ with volume measure given by N−1
times the natural volume measure on Σ.
Since UKG is positive definite, the operator AKG : HKG → HKG is positive definite, so
there cannot exist any exponential growth instabilities for axisymmetric21 scalar fields in
any black hole background. In fact, in this case the expression for UKG is sufficiently simple
that one can prove stability for elements of V ∞KG,even that lie in HKG, as done in [2] for the
case of Schwarzschild. The restriction to data vanishing at B can then be eliminated (for
general black holes) by the “trick” used in [5]. For the case of a Schwarzschild or Kerr black
hole, these results can be greatly improved by the methods of [3] and [9].
2. Electromagnetic Fields
The initial data for a Maxwell field is δX = (Ea, Aa), where Ea is the electric field on Σ
and Aa is the pullback of the vector potential to Σ. The analog of Pgr is
PEM := L
2(Σ, T ∗Σ)⊕ L2(Σ, T ∗Σ) (B.8)
and the analog, P∞EM, of P
∞
gr is the intersection of the corresponding weighted Sobolev
spaces. The symplectic form is
ΩΣ(δ˜X, δX) :=
∫
Σ
(E˜aAa − A˜aEa) , (B.9)
which is represented on PEM by the orthogonal linear map S given by
S(Ea, Aa) = (Aa,−Ea) . (B.10)
21 For a static black hole background, the restriction to axisymmetric perturbations is unnecessary.
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The analog of the operator L of Eq. 3.10 maps smooth initial data on Σ to smooth
functions on Σ and is given by
LEM

Ea
Aa

 := DaEa , (B.11)
i.e., the constraints are
cEM = LEMδX = DaEa = 0 . (B.12)
The formal L2 adjoint of LEM maps smooth functions on Σ to smooth initial data on Σ and
is given by
L∗EMξ =

−Daξ
0

 . (B.13)
The gauge transformations are then δˆξX = S∗L∗EMξ.
The analog of the space Wc of Eq. 3.17 is
(WEM)c := {S∗L∗EMξ ∈ P∞EM | ξ|B = 0 and ξ ∼ const.|∞} (B.14)
The symplectically-orthogonal space is (VEM)c := (WEM)
S⊥
c . If δX ∈ P∞EM, then δX ∈
(VEM)
∞
c := (VEM)c ∩P∞EM if and only if
cEM = 0
Q = 0
(B.15)
where
Q :=
∫
∞
Eρ (B.16)
is the electric charge of the solution. In view of Eq.B.12, the charge integral may be taken
over any sphere homologous to a sphere at infinity.
The analog of the space Wg of Eq. 3.24 is
(WEM)g := {S∗L∗EMξ ∈ P∞EM} (B.17)
i.e., (WEM)g consists of all gauge transformations lying in P
∞
EM. The space (VEM)g is the
orthogonal complement of (WEM)g. Elements of (VEM)
∞
g := (VEM)g ∩P∞EM satisfy the gauge
conditions
gEM := LEMSδX = DaAa = 0
Ar|B = 0 .
(B.18)
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These conditions fix the gauge completely. The projection operators (ΠEM)c and (ΠEM)g can
now be defined in direct analogy with Πc and Πg and they satisfy the analogous properties.
Indeed, in the Maxwell case, the operator LEML∗EM = −△ is just the Laplacian operator
acting on scalar functions, so the analogs of many of the results of Appendix A are standard.
The perturbations in
V
∞
EM := (ΠEM)g(ΠEM)cP
∞
EM (B.19)
can again be split into their odd and even parts under the reflection symmetry i. In the case
of static black hole background, we may take i to be the t-reflection isometry. The reflection
odd and even parts of the initial data are then P = (Ea, 0) and Q = (0, Aa), respectively.
The kinetic and potential energies are given by
KEM =
∫
Σ
NE2a
UEM = 2
∫
Σ
N(D[aAb])
2
(B.20)
Both KEM and UEM are manifestly positive-definite for any static black hole background.
Thus, as for scalar fields, there cannot exist any exponential growth instabilities for electro-
magnetic fields propagating on an arbitrary static black hole background.
However, the situation is quite different for axisymmetric electromagnetic fields propa-
gating on a stationary-axisymmetric black hole background. We can decompose Ea and Aa
into their φ-reflection odd and even parts as
Ea = E
ΛφΛa + E˜a (B.21)
Aa = A
ΛφΛa + A˜a (B.22)
with E˜aφΛa = A˜
aφΛa = 0. The reflection-odd and even parts of the initial data are then,
respectively,
PEM =
(
E˜a,−AΛφΛa
)
(B.23)
QEM =
(
EΛφΛa, A˜a
)
(B.24)
The kinetic and potential energies are then given by
KEM =
∫
Σ
[
NE˜2a + 2N
(
D[a(A
Λφb]Λ)
)2
+ 4N¯ΘφaΘE˜
bD[a(A
Λφb]Λ)
]
UEM =
∫
Σ
N
[
EΛEΛ + 2(D[aA˜b])
2
]
.
(B.25)
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It is clear that there exist black hole backgrounds for which KEM fails to be positive
22. To
see this, we simply start with any black hole background spacetime (e.g., Schwarzschild) and
any initial data (Ea, Aa) ∈ V ∞EM such that φaΘE˜bD[a(AΛφb]Λ) 6= 0 at some point x ∈ Σ. Then
we can choose a function N¯ ′Θ that is sufficiently large in a neighborhood of x so that if we
replace N¯Θ by N¯ ′Θ then the last term in the expression for KEM will be negative and will
dominate the first two terms. We can then construct a new stationary-axisymmetric black
hole spacetime that has the same induced spatial metric on Σ, but with a new stationary
Killing field t′µ that has the same lapse function N as tµ but has shift vector N¯ ′ΛφΛa. On
this new black hole spacetime, KEM will be negative for the original initial data (Ea, Aa). Of
course, the new stationary black hole spacetime will not be a solution to Einstein’s equation.
It is not obvious whether KEM can be made negative for any black hole background that is
a solution to Einstein’s equation.
The evolution equations for the Maxwell field can be written as:
A˙a = −Daϕ+NEa − 2N bD[aAb]
E˙a = 2D
b
(
ND[bAa] +N[bEa]
) (B.26)
where the gauge conditions Eq.B.18 applied to ˙δX imply that ϕ satisfies:
−△ϕ+Da(NEa − 2N bD[aAb]) = 0
(−drϕ− 2raN bD[aAb])|B = 0
(B.27)
The operators KEM and UEM can be read off from these equations by taking their even and
odd parts under the reflection symmetry i.
Since KEM need not be positive definite, we cannot directly apply the results of Sec. 5
and Sec. 6 to the electromagnetic case. Remarkably, however, the potential energy UEM is
positive definite (see Eq.B.25). Therefore, if we simply make the canonical transformation
(PEM, QEM) 7→ (P ′EM = QEM, Q′EM = −PEM), then all of the results of Sec. 5 and Sec. 6 apply
to (P ′EM, Q
′
EM). In particular, if δX ∈ V ∞EM and £tδX has negative kinetic energy, then δX
grows exponentially with time.
22 This possibility was first pointed out to us by A. Ishibashi.
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